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ABSTRACT

Tax amnesties are government programs that typically allow a short period of time for tax evaders to voluntarily repay previously evaded taxes without being subject to penalties and prosecution that discovery of such tax evasion normally brings. Tax amnesties differ widely in terms of coverage, tax types, and incentives offered. A state's Voluntary Disclosure Programme is another avenue available to taxpayers to assist them in resolving their state tax delinquencies. This programme is an on-going programme as compared to a tax amnesty, which is there for a limited time period only. The main goal of the research was to describe the tax amnesty and the voluntary disclosure programmes in South Africa and to assess their advantages and disadvantages. This thesis also discussed another form of voluntary disclosure programme, referred to as an Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Programme, which allows taxpayers with unreported foreign bank accounts, and presumably unreported foreign income, to voluntarily disclose their affairs.

The study found that, due to tax amnesties, Government raises more tax revenue not only in the short run from collecting overdue taxes but also by bringing former non-filers back into the tax system for the long run. It was also found that, initially short-run revenue brought in from overdue taxes will be positive for the first amnesty and then decline each time the amnesty is offered repeatedly. The reason for the decline in revenue might be that tax amnesties provide incentives for otherwise honest taxpayers to start evading taxes because they will anticipate the offering of future amnesties, thereby weakening tax compliance. The costs associated with amnesty programmes include negative long run revenue impact and also that amnesty programmes reduce compliance by taxpayers in the long-run. In South Africa tax amnesties, especially the voluntary disclosure programme, are likely to be successful since they will increase the revenue yield and also bring non-filers back on the tax rolls.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 CONTEXT OF RESEARCH

Voluntary disclosure programmes (referred to as a “VDP”) and various types of tax amnesties have been introduced in South Africa and many other countries in an attempt to encourage errant taxpayers to “come clean” and disclose their defaults. These programmes are introduced in order to increase tax collections and broaden the tax base. They are also a less costly way to achieve these aims, compared to investigations and prosecutions.

1.1.1 Voluntary disclosure programmes

Voluntary disclosure programmes were introduced in numerous countries, which include Canada, Australia and United States of America (USA). In Canada the voluntary disclosure programme was administered by the Investigations Division of the Canada Revenue Agency until 1999, when it was transferred to the Appeals Branch as part of the Agency’s fairness initiative. An information circular published in 1973 indicated that taxpayers who made a complete and voluntary disclosure would not be prosecuted or assessed penalties for gross negligence. The VDP promotes compliance with Canada’s tax laws by encouraging taxpayers to voluntarily come forward and correct previous omissions in their dealings with the Canada Revenue Agency. Taxpayers who make a valid disclosure will have to pay the taxes or charges plus interest, without penalty or prosecution that the taxpayer would otherwise be subject to.

---


Inland Revenue Australia introduced a voluntary disclosure programme in 2009 to encourage taxpayers to come forward voluntarily to disclose past errors made in tax declarations in exchange for no or reduced penalties. The VDP is applicable to income tax (including withholding tax) as well as the Goods and Services tax\(^3\). Taxpayers are subject to penalties for failing to disclose amounts in their tax returns, whether this omission is accidental or otherwise. In Australia the base penalty amount varies between 25 percent and 75 percent of the shortfall amount, depending on the conduct of the taxpayer. The base penalty amount can be further increased or reduced, depending on the taxpayer's conduct\(^4\).

In the United States of America (USA), a taxpayer’s timely, voluntary disclosure of a significant unreported tax liability is an important factor to the Internal Revenue Service in considering whether the matter should be referred to the U.S. Department of Justice for criminal prosecution\(^5\). In addition to the federal tax considerations, US residents must also contend with the respective state, and in some instances local, tax consequences. State income tax, penalties and interest will be due to the taxpayer’s state of residence in connection with the disclosure.

The USA has long had a voluntary disclosure programme, but in the last few years has announced new rules for individuals with offshore investments wishing to come clean. On January 9, 2012, the Internal Revenue Service announced a new "offshore" voluntary disclosure initiative aimed at non-compliant US taxpayers with unreported offshore bank accounts and assets. The initiative gives taxpayers with

\(^3\) Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2013, Tax Administration 2013; comparative information on OECD and other advanced and emerging economies. OECD publishing. P333


unreported accounts a chance to “come clean” while mitigating the risk of criminal prosecution\(^6\).

In South Africa, the Tax Administration Act 28 of 2011 (referred to as the “Tax Administration Act”), which took effect on 1 October 2012, introduced a permanent VDP into the South African tax legislation\(^7\). The relevant sections in the Tax Administration Act dealing with the VDP are sections 225 to 233. Under the VDP taxpayers are granted the opportunity to regularise prior violations of the fiscal laws of the country.

The announcement of the proposed VDP on 17 February 2010, by Pravin Gordhan (Minister of Finance) as part of the 2010 Budget, became a topic of discussion not only amongst tax specialists and companies but also individuals\(^8\). The Minister of Finance announced in the 2010 Budget that legislation would be introduced to encourage taxpayers to regularise prior transgressions of the tax statutes in South Africa and the Exchange Control Regulations. Taxpayers are often unaware of their tax exposures but with the South African Revenue Services (referred to as “SARS”) becoming increasingly vigilant over time, their inadvertent transgressions may be detected by SARS with the additional cost of penalties and interest over and above the related tax\(^9\).

The VDP was introduced in the Voluntary Disclosure Programme and Taxation Laws Second Amendment Bill 29 of 2010, now Act 8 of 2010, to encourage taxpayers to disclose their default in tax compliance and regularise their tax affairs, without the imposition of penalties, interest and additional tax. This programme will enable

---


SARS to increase tax collections without expending unnecessary resources. Defaulting taxpayers will be granted relief subject to three provisions: that disclosure is complete; that SARS was not aware of the default; and that a penalty would have been imposed had SARS discovered the default in the normal way.\textsuperscript{10} According to section 225 of the Tax Administration Act, default refers to the submission of inaccurate or incomplete information to SARS, the failure to submit information or the adoption of a tax position, where such submission, non-submission, or adoption resulted in:

- the taxpayer not being assessed for the correct amount of tax;
- the correct amount of tax not being paid by the taxpayer; or
- an incorrect refund being made by SARS.

The aim of the VDP is to provide qualifying taxpayers (individuals and companies) with the opportunity, not only to regularise their tax affairs, but also to avoid criminal prosecution, receive 100 per cent relief in respect of additional taxes and penalties and obtain relief (100 per cent or 50 per cent depending on circumstances) from the interest that would have been payable to SARS. However, in all cases, the underlying taxes will still be payable\textsuperscript{11}. For SARS on the other hand, the programme will result in increased tax collections and the broadening of the tax base.

Any person, whether in a personal, representative, withholding or other capacity, may apply for voluntary disclosure relief. A prerequisite for applying for relief under the VDP is that the taxpayer is not aware of a pending audit or investigation into his or her affairs, or an audit or investigation that has commenced but has not yet been concluded. However, where an audit or investigation is in progress, SARS may direct that a taxpayer can apply for voluntary disclosure, based on certain circumstances noted in the legislation.

Section 227 of the Tax Administration Act also states that a disclosure will only be regarded as valid if all of the following requirements are met:

- the disclosure is being made voluntarily;

\textsuperscript{10} Section 3 of the Voluntary Disclosure Programme and Taxation Laws Second Amendment Bill 2010
\textsuperscript{11} Section 229 of the Tax Administration Act No. 28 of 2011
• it involves a default,
• the disclosure is full and complete in all material aspects;
• a penalty or additional tax would under other circumstances be applicable in respect of the default;
• the disclosure will not result in a refund being due by the Commissioner;
• it is made in the prescribed form and manner;
• it is made within the prescribed period; and
• the disclosure is in respect of a default which occurred prior to 17 February 2010.

An interesting inclusion in the proposed legislation is a "no-name voluntary disclosure". If taxpayers are not certain whether they would qualify for voluntary disclosure in terms of these requirements, an application can be made to SARS for a non-binding private opinion\textsuperscript{12}. Sufficient information with regard to the proposed disclosure should be provided, excluding the identity of any party to the default.

The approval by a senior SARS official of a voluntary disclosure application and relief granted under section 229, must be evidenced by a written agreement between SARS and the qualifying person who is liable for the outstanding tax in the prescribed format and must include details of the material facts of the default on which the voluntary disclosure relief is based; the amount payable by the person, which amount must separately reflect the understatement penalty payable; the arrangements and dates for payment; and relevant undertakings by the parties\textsuperscript{13}.

Where a person makes a valid voluntary disclosure and a voluntary disclosure agreement is entered into between that person and the Commissioner, the Commissioner is obliged:

\textsuperscript{12} Section 228 of the Tax Administration Act No. 28 of 2011
\textsuperscript{13} Section 230 of the Tax Administration Act No. 28 of 2011
• not to pursue criminal prosecution for any statutory offence under a tax Act or a related common law offence;

• to grant 100% relief in respect of any penalty and additional tax. This relief does not extend to any fixed rate administrative non-compliance penalty imposed in terms of the understatement penalty percentage table in section 223 of the Tax Administration Act, or a penalty imposed in terms of a tax Act for the late submission of a return or for the late payment of tax, for example, the 10 per cent penalty for late payment of Value-Added Tax;

• grant relief from interest that would otherwise have been payable as follows:

  - where the person qualifies for applying for relief under the VDP – 100 per cent;

  - where the Commissioner directs that a person may apply for relief under the VDP – 50 per cent.

Therefore, where a person’s application for relief is approved the person will still be required to pay the outstanding taxes due relating to the default. However, penalties (other than those raised for late submission of a return or late payment of any tax) and interest (100 per cent or 50 per cent) will be waived, in addition to the exemption from criminal prosecution14.

The diagram below provides an overview of how the VDP works. The diagram shows the end-to-end VDP process:

---

If invalid, decline application

If valid, process application

VDP/ Ruling application received

VDP non-binding opinion issued

VDP agreement concluded between SARS and applicant

VDP agreement implemented by SARS and applicant

Source: External Guide Voluntary Disclosure programme

The VDP process has been set out by SARS\textsuperscript{16}. In the event that, subsequent to the conclusion of the voluntary disclosure agreement under section 230 (of the Tax Administration Act), it is established that the applicant failed to disclose a matter that was material for purposes of making a valid voluntary disclosure under section 227, the Commissioner may;

- withdraw any relief granted under section 229;
- regard any amount paid in terms of the voluntary disclosure agreement to constitute part payment of any further outstanding tax in respect of the relevant default; and
- pursue prosecution for any statutory offence under a tax Act or a related common law offence\textsuperscript{17}.

Any decision by the Commissioner under subsection (1) is subject to objection and appeal or internal review\textsuperscript{18}.

\subsection*{1.1.2 Tax amnesties}

Beleaguered by declining tax revenues and mounting expenditures, many state governments in recent years have sought alternative and novel revenue sources. One approach that has been used by 28 states since 1981 is the tax amnesty\textsuperscript{19}.

In contrast to VDPs, a tax amnesty is a limited-time opportunity for a specified group of taxpayers to pay a defined amount, in exchange for forgiveness of a tax liability (including interest and penalties) relating to a previous tax period or periods, as well

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{18} Section 231 of the Tax Administration Act No. 28 of 2011
as freedom from local prosecution\textsuperscript{20}. It typically expires when an authority begins a tax investigation of the past-due tax. Tax amnesty programmes are similar to VDPs, except they often have a much shorter time frame. These programmes appear shortly after the tax “season”, and provide a small window of time in which to report any errors on the taxpayer’s tax return. Taxes must be paid in full, plus any remaining penalties, before the agency determined deadline in order to avoid additional fees and penalties\textsuperscript{21}.

Amnesties generally fall into two categories: financial and legal. Legal amnesties will not be discussed as they fall outside the scope of this thesis. In the case of financial amnesties, a tax amnesty implies a reduction (in real terms) of taxpayers’ declared or undeclared tax liabilities as established by law. Typically a taxpayer’s declared (or assessed) but unpaid liabilities will be referred to as “tax arrears” and the taxpayer as a “delinquent” taxpayer, whereas undeclared liabilities would be referred to as “evaded taxes” and the taxpayer as the evader.

This reduction of a taxpayer’s tax liability can be achieved through a variety of measures: for example, through a reduction or cancellation of (1) interest and penalties owed on the underreported or undeclared taxes or (2) tax liabilities (or some combination of these). The latter includes a waiving of civil and criminal penalties\textsuperscript{22}.

Tax amnesties can be designed to cover all taxpayers, broad categories of taxpayers (e.g. low-income taxpayers), or tax types (e.g. corporate income tax, personal income tax). Policy makers often view tax amnesty programmes as an efficient policy tool that produces both short and medium term benefits. In the short term, amnesties become an additional source of revenue.


The gross revenue collected through an amnesty amounts to a few percentage points of the targeted tax collection, but in some cases can be significant. In the medium term, a successful tax amnesty programme is expected to increase the tax base and therefore future revenue collection, as tax evaders are brought into the tax net. In other words, the tax amnesty is expected to improve tax compliance23.

Most studies in this field (for example Low, Bonheimer & Lorello, 2007, and Baer & Borgne, 2008) have only focused on the discussion of either the amnesty programme or the VDP. Many scholars have been interested in the long-term tax compliance effects after amnesty programmes. The present research differs from previous research in that it compares the two programmes (amnesties and VDPs) by assessing their merits and demerits.

1.2 GOALS OF THE RESEARCH

The main goal of the research is to describe the VDP in South Africa and to assess its advantages and disadvantages. By comparing VDPs with amnesties, flaws or weaknesses in one or both, as identified in the literature, will also determine whether the VDP is achieving its aims.

The goals of the research are as follows:

- to describe the two programmes (a VDP and tax amnesty) as introduced in South Africa;
- to compare the two programmes in South Africa with those introduced in Canada, Australia and United States of America and to discuss the successes and problems experienced in those countries; and
- to compare the advantages and disadvantages of the VDP and a tax amnesty.

1.3 METHODS, PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES

In order to provide a comprehensive understanding of the VDP and a tax amnesty in South Africa, a detailed literature review was performed. A survey of both theoretical and empirical studies carried out elsewhere and in South Africa was undertaken as a background to the research. The countries included in the comparative analysis are Canada, Australia and the United States of America, as these countries have also adopted both VDPs and tax amnesties and their tax law is similar to the South African tax law.

This study adopts an interpretative research approach as it seeks to understand and describe the VDP and tax amnesty as introduced in South Africa. It also seeks to compare the two programmes in South Africa with those introduced in Canada, Australia and the USA. Walsham\(^{24}\) argues that in the interpretive tradition there are no “correct” or “incorrect” theories. Instead, they should be judged according to how “interesting” they are to the researcher as well as those involved in the same areas.

The research methodology applied in this research can be described as a doctrinal research methodology. Doctrinal research is concerned with analysis of the legal doctrine and how it has been developed and applied. This type of research is also known as pure theoretical research. It consists of either a simple research approach directed at finding a specific statement of the law or a more complex and in-depth analysis of legal reasoning\(^{25}\). This methodology provides a systematic exposition of the rules governing a particular legal category, analyses the relationships between the rules, explains areas of difficulty and is based purely on documentary data\(^{26}\).

The documentary data used in this research consist of the relevant legislation, which includes the VDP and Taxation Laws Second Amendment act of 2010 (No 8 of 2010), Small Business Tax Amnesty and Bills amending taxation laws, articles in accredited journals which discussed the VDP and the tax amnesty in the countries mentioned above. The other data used are from textbooks and other writings that investigated the same area of study as the present research. This research also


relies on the information from the popular press of the selected countries in an attempt to track any given statistics on the compliance with and the amounts collected through these programmes.

This research is based only on documentary evidence. The validity and reliability of the research and the conclusions are ensured by discussing opposing viewpoints on the VDP and the tax amnesty and concluding, based on a dominance of credible evidence from previous studies and the rigour of the arguments.

As all the documentary data used in the research are in the public domain, no ethical considerations arise.

1.4 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

This study is organized as follows: the next chapter reviews empirical literature regarding Tax Amnesty and VDPs. Chapter 3 discusses the aims of both the Tax Amnesty and the VDPs. This chapter also discusses the types of tax amnesties, the requirements for a valid VDP and the relief under the VDP. Chapter 4 discusses how the Tax Amnesty and the VDPs are applied in Canada, Australia and United States of America (USA). It compares the two programmes in South Africa with those introduced in Canada, Australia and United States of America and also discusses the successes and problems experienced in those countries.

The advantages and disadvantages of the programmes are discussed in chapter 5, and finally chapter 6 provides the conclusion and recommendations to improve the effectiveness of the programmes.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW: TAX AMNESTY AND VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE PROGRAMMES

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter considers empirical literature on the various issues regarding tax amnesties and VDPs. Various papers have discussed different aspects pertaining to tax amnesties (for example, some papers looked at the long run effects of tax amnesties on the tax revenue collected by the government and others have discussed the long run effects of tax amnesties on compliance). Few papers have looked at the VDP, especially in the case of South Africa, since the programme is still new. This chapter also analyses the discussions and conclusions made by different authors on tax amnesties and VDPs.

2.2 TAX AMNESTIES

Richardson and Sawyer\textsuperscript{27} note that a tax amnesty generally involves providing previously noncompliant taxpayers with the opportunity to pay back-taxes on undisclosed income, without fear of penalties or prosecution. Many developed as well as developing countries introduce tax amnesties as part of their fiscal programmes. Some of these countries have made repeated use of amnesties within a short period of time\textsuperscript{28}.

The Table 2 below provides summary information of modern tax amnesties around the world.

Table 2: International Comparison of Tax Amnesties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Amnesty Year</th>
<th>Form/Main Taxes Covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Previously unreported income for investment purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>General tax amnesty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Twice during 80s</td>
<td>Participants in specific avoidance scheme, persons not lodging returns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>All tax claims prior to 1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Special programmes to encourage repatriation of untaxed assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>1984/1985</td>
<td>Income exempted from tax if invested (e.g. government bonds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Report previously unreported assets or over-reported liabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1982/1984</td>
<td>Surplus interest affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>General tax amnesty special programmes to encourage repatriation of untaxed assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Second special amnesty for assets held abroad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Government bonds designed for untaxed income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>General tax amnesty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>General tax amnesty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>General tax amnesty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>General tax amnesty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Entrepreneurs and self employed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>2001/2002</td>
<td>Special programmes to encourage repatriation of untaxed assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>1934, 1940,1945, 1955</td>
<td>Exemption from penalties and interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>General tax amnesty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Year(s)</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Enterprises, organizations, private entrepreneurs not liable for any sanctions on unpaid liabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>1996, 1997</td>
<td>Enterprises and organizations were allowed to defer payments on the arrears</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Exemption from penalty for liabilities settled prior to 1976.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Torgler and Schaltegger (2003) p. 30.

Many countries have introduced tax amnesties, both general amnesties and amnesties covering only specific taxes. The terms and conditions of tax amnesties differ in each country.

Alm and Beck\(^29\) analysed the impact of tax amnesties from a different perspective. In their study, they concluded that amnesties can have a positive impact on compliance and tax collections, if the amnesty makes individuals see that paying taxes is the norm and if individuals anticipate a future amnesty that will have a tougher enforcement package than the current regime. They also concluded that amnesties can reduce compliance if the taxpayer anticipates another future amnesty with lax enforcement. Individuals may expect another amnesty to be given in the future, and again will decide to pay less tax voluntarily in anticipation that this evasion will be forgiven at some point in the future.

Andreoni\(^30\) examines fully anticipated tax amnesties and finds that evasion increases as a result of the amnesty but tax revenue does not necessarily fall. This is because evasion increases only to the extent that people expect to participate in the amnesty and if they participate in the amnesty, then the government is able to recapture not only the new evasion but also the pre-existing evasion. If the initial evasion is large, then the amnesty may increase tax revenue even if there is an increase in evasion. In an attempt to examine the long run effects of a tax amnesty, Alm, McKee, and

---


Beck\textsuperscript{31} used laboratory experimental methods and found that compliance fell after an amnesty, but they also found that compliance rose if post-amnesty enforcement efforts are increased.

Fisher, Godderis and Young\textsuperscript{32} analysed the 1986 Michigan amnesty. They conducted research to establish whether tax amnesties generate revenue that the tax authorities would not otherwise collect. They also looked at whether tax amnesties provide continuing or long run revenue gains not available from enhanced enforcement alone and lastly, they discussed whether an amnesty is appropriate in the transition to the new regime, if a change in tax enforcement is to occur. They based their empirical analysis on detailed information gathered on a random sample of taxpayers participating in the Michigan amnesty. They found out that amnesty may not be a particularly effective way to identify tax evaders and turn them into tax compliers. They also found that the long-term addition to revenue coming from new taxpayers brought into (or back into) the system is likely to be small, and might easily be offset if the amnesty has any negative effects on the compliance behaviour of other taxpayers. They also found that, amnesties are appropriate in easing the transition to enhanced enforcement and seem to generate immediate revenue efficiently.

Similarly, using the 1983 Massachusetts amnesty data, Joulfaian\textsuperscript{33} found that habitual evaders, or evaders who pay taxes but underreport them, generally did not participate in the amnesty programme. This conclusion is at odds with the claim that amnesties bring habitual evaders back into the system.

Christian, Gupta, and Young\textsuperscript{34} found that a substantial portion of amnesty programme participants subsequently continued to file tax returns. In their study they concluded

\textsuperscript{34} Christian, C W., Gupta, S and Young, J C., 2002. Evidence on Subsequent Filing from the State of Michigan’s Income Tax Amnesty. National Tax Journal 55 No. 4
that the 1983 Michigan amnesty was successful in attracting many participants and in retaining many of them in the system.

A paper by Alm\textsuperscript{35} discussed the basic design features of an amnesty, evaluated the benefits and costs of an amnesty, and examined the country experiences of several “typical” amnesties. He found that revenues from a tax amnesty are generally small and that revenues are often overstated because they are from known delinquents and would have been collected anyway. He also found that multiple amnesties are even less successful in generating additional revenues and they have perverse consequences on voluntary compliance as taxpayers incorporate the expectations that future grace periods will occur.

In his discussion, Alm later concluded that most revenue collected in an amnesty generally comes from those individuals with relatively small amounts of previously unreported taxes. Hard-core evaders or those with large amounts of evasion typically do not participate in an amnesty at very high rates. The ability of an amnesty to get these hard-core evaders on the tax rolls seems small, which is part of the reason that amnesties rarely generate significant amounts of additional revenue\textsuperscript{36}.

A study by Luitel and Sobel\textsuperscript{37} investigated whether the revenue effects of offering a tax amnesty change as the amnesty is offered on a repeated basis. They distinguished between the effect the amnesty has on revenue in the period accompanying the amnesty programme (the short-run effect) and the effect the amnesty has on the permanent mean level of tax revenue (the long-run effect).

They found that when a state offers an amnesty for the first time, it produces a short-run revenue boost during the amnesty period but then leads to a reduction in revenue in the long run, which is consistent with the theory proposing that people respond to the amnesty by beginning to evade taxes in anticipation of additional future amnesties. Repeated broad-based amnesties produce little or no additional revenue.

short-run revenue, while creating increasing long-run revenue losses due to reduced compliance that grow as additional amnesties are offered.

A good overview of tax amnesties conducted internationally was undertaken by Hasseldine\textsuperscript{38} in the mid-1990s. Hasseldine provides a summary of the advantages and disadvantages of tax amnesties, reviews prior research on tax amnesties, including empirical research, followed by an analysis of the success or otherwise of various US state and national tax amnesties in other countries. In his review, Hasseldine highlighted that amnesties are not a panacea but should be considered as an optional tool that can be used in association with changes to penalty provisions and policing procedures.

Based on previous studies on tax amnesties referred to in the present study, it appears that tax amnesties have a limited positive impact on compliance and also on the revenue collected by the Government.

2.3 VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE PROGRAMMES

A VDP encourages taxpayers to come forward and correct deficiencies in complying with their legal obligations. It is a “fairness” programme that is aimed at providing taxpayers with an opportunity to correct past omissions, thus rendering themselves compliant. Clearly the programme is also designed to encourage taxpayers to become compliant in the future, while paying their fair share of taxes that might have been overlooked in the past.

A paper by Friedman and Palmer\textsuperscript{39}, gave an overview of the Canada Revenue Agency’s VDP. In their paper they highlighted the conditions which must be satisfied for a valid VDP. They stated that the Canada Revenue Agency considers the disclosure to have been made voluntarily where the taxpayer wholly initiated the disclosure in order to ensure that his or her tax records are complete before enforcement action has been initiated. It was also mentioned that a disclosure will not be considered to be voluntary where, prior to making the disclosure, a taxpayer


\textsuperscript{39} Friedman M and Palmer A., 2010. An overview of the Canada Revenue Agency’s voluntary disclosures program. : Estates Trusts and pensions journal volume 30
was aware of, or had knowledge of, enforcement action about to be commenced by
the Canadian Revenue Agency. The authors concluded that, in terms of payment,
the Canadian Revenue Agency expects that the taxpayer will pay any amount of tax
and interest owing at a time a voluntary disclosure is finalised. Where the taxpayer
does not pay such amounts at the time of finalising the disclosure, interest will
continue to accrue on the amount of tax owing.

An article by Michel\textsuperscript{40}, discusses methods of enforcement, incentives, and
deterrence being used by the United States of America government to bring United
States taxpayers into compliance, to prosecute alleged wrongdoers located both in
and outside the United States, and to penetrate long-standing protections for bank
information maintained in many countries outside the United States. This paper
discussed the Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Programme, another form of VDP which
is a settlement initiative aimed at encouraging Americans to come forward with
voluntary disclosures about previously undeclared offshore accounts. Michel stated
that, in 2009, close to 15,000 American taxpayers took advantage of this initiative.
The Internal Revenue Service obtained information about a number of additional
foreign financial institutions, as well as specific bankers, financial advisers, and other
persons who have aided and assisted Americans in maintaining undeclared foreign
accounts. He concluded that the initiative was a success since it returned thousands
of US taxpayers to compliance.

Another article by Comiskey\textsuperscript{41} discussed how the VDP protects taxpayers in the
USA. To protect the taxpayers, neither the taxpayers’ identities nor the substance of
their disclosures are shared outside the unit administering the programme. He stated
that the information provided by the taxpayer will not be used for audit selection or
any other purpose if the taxpayer is ultimately determined to be ineligible or decides
not to participate. In addition to giving taxpayers relief from civil tax penalties, the
programme also offers protection from state criminal prosecution. Comiskey also
stated that, to protect the taxpayers from bankruptcy, taxpayers accepted into the

\textsuperscript{40} Michel, S, D, 2011. Offshore Tax Enforcement, Voluntary Disclosure, and Undeclared Foreign
Accounts. ALI-ABA Estate Planning Course Materials. USA
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programme who cannot pay their full tax debt immediately may be allowed to pay their debt over time under generous terms designed to ensure they stay in business. The primary goal of the programme is to bring taxpayers into future compliance and that goal would be undermined if entering the programme resulted in closing businesses or bankrupting taxpayers.

In South Africa, a VDP was introduced only in 2011. As a result, the information available on the VDP concentrates on how the programme is implemented, the requirements and the relief structure. There is no commentary on the effectiveness of the programme as yet, and also no studies have focused specifically on the VDP in South Africa, since the programme is still being introduced in South Africa.

2.4 CONCLUSION

From the literature discussed in this chapter it is clear that both tax amnesties and VDPs are very important as they increase tax collections by the government. It is also shown that these programmes have a positive impact on tax compliance. Other papers (e.g. Alm & Beck, 1990), concluded that these programmes can reduce compliance if the taxpayer anticipates another future tax amnesty or VDP with lax enforcement.

Considering revenue collection, tax amnesties are said to be very effective in raising short term revenue. On the other hand, it has been stated that the long term addition to revenue coming from new taxpayers brought into (or back into) the system is likely to be small, and might easily be offset if the amnesty has any negative effects on the compliance behaviour of other taxpayers.

As a result it can be conceded that tax amnesties and VDPs are significant since they can increase the tax revenue collected by the government at low costs. The extent of significance differs from country to country and also depending on the number of times these programmes are repeated.
CHAPTER 3
A DISCUSSION OF TAX AMNESTIES AND VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE PROGRAMMES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter considers both tax amnesties and VDPs and in doing so the definitions of both a tax amnesty and a VDP are discussed. The chapter also discusses the purpose of a tax amnesty and how it operates. The types of amnesty are explained, followed by a discussion of the eligibility for tax amnesty. The chapter continues by discussing the coverage, incentives and duration of a tax amnesty respectively.

The purpose of and the manner in which VDPs work is then dealt with, together with the requirements for such a programme. The relief under a VDP is set out and the application procedure is discussed and it is demonstrated which persons may apply for voluntary disclosure relief.

In discussing the operation of a VDP, this thesis will also make use of relevant legislation, which includes the VDP and the Taxation Laws Second Amendment Act of 2010 (No 8 of 2010), the Small Business Tax Amnesty and Bills amending taxation laws.

A brief history of the tax amnesties and VDPs is presented, focussing on how the programmes were implemented in South Africa and the chapter then compares a tax amnesty with a VDP.

3.2 TAX AMNESTIES

Tax amnesties are government programmes that typically allow a short period of time for tax evaders to voluntarily pay previously evaded taxes without being subject to penalties and prosecution that discovery of such tax evasion normally brings\(^\text{42}\).

Tax amnesties differ widely in terms of coverage, tax types, and incentives offered. Tax amnesties have been designed to cover all taxpayers, broad categories of taxpayers (for example, small business taxpayers or identified delinquent taxpayers), or tax types (for example, corporate income tax or sales tax). Amnesties also differ with regard to what is forgiven (for example, interest, penalties, tax liabilities or criminal prosecution). In some cases, only the penalty or interest components of the liability, which often account for the bulk of the overall tax debt, may be forgiven, partially or fully. In other cases, the basic tax liability itself may be reduced43.

The two primary reasons for introducing tax amnesties are (1) to raise revenue in the short term and (2) to increase compliance (for example, by encouraging taxpayers to declare and pay previously undeclared tax, file tax returns, or register to pay taxes, so as to increase revenue and horizontal equity in the medium term). The introduction of tax amnesties has also been strongly motivated by the desire of the tax authorities to quickly obtain windfall revenue gains44.

A typical state tax amnesty has three general characteristics45. First, a tax amnesty is short lived in nature, generally lasting from two to three months. Second, participation in an amnesty is voluntary. Individuals may decide not to participate; however, consequences of not participating could be such that if they are caught later, they could get a stiffer punishment than before. Finally, an amnesty, as the term implies, generally waives the fines and penalties associated with the evasion but not the principal amount of taxes that is due46.

Prior to any final decision about the enactment of an amnesty, the authorities must assess the overall level of voluntary tax compliance, including the current quality of tax enforcement and any prospective changes in the enforcement. When considering

43 Borgne, E, L, 2006. Economic and political determinants of tax amnesties in the U.S states. IMF working paper. Fiscal affairs department
44 Borgne, E, L, 2006. Economic and political determinants of tax amnesties in the U.S states. IMF working paper. Fiscal affairs department
45 For alternative definitions of tax amnesty, see United States Congress, Joint Committee on Taxation, Tax Amnesty JCT-2-98 (Washington, DC: United States Congress, Joint Committee on Taxation, 1998).
an amnesty, a Government should first determine precisely what problems brought the tax system to its current state. If these problems are not addressed, it is likely that an amnesty will do more harm than good\textsuperscript{47}.

Tax amnesties have raised hundreds of millions of dollars that revenue collectors would otherwise have found difficult or impossible to capture. Amnesties have swelled the rolls of paid-up taxpayers and increased the population of regular filers. State revenue department estimates suggest that a well-publicized amnesty combined with stricter future enforcement considerably increases the level of future voluntary compliance with tax laws\textsuperscript{48}.

Government raises more tax revenue not only in the short run from collecting overdue taxes, but also by bringing former non-filers back into the tax system for the long run. On the other hand, some writers question whether tax amnesties really produce additional revenue, given that they simply collect revenue that would (or could) have been raised by normal enforcement procedures anyway (recovered taxes and fines).

Amnesties may have had some less positive effects as well. They may have angered law-abiding taxpayers who dislike seeing tax breaks given to abusers of the system. Current amnesties may have encouraged some citizens to believe that there will be future amnesties as well, thereby weakening tax compliance and fostering a perception of inefficiency in the tax system and lowering revenue in the long run\textsuperscript{49}.

Unless a state legislature has introduced or agreed a bill approving a future amnesty, it’s nearly impossible to predict when a state will offer an amnesty period as amnesties do not generally occur according to any specific schedule. Delinquent taxpayers need not wait for an amnesty to occur as there are other avenues available to taxpayers to assist them in resolving their tax delinquencies.

3.2.1 Types of amnesty

There are theoretically several types of tax amnesty programmes. The narrowest form of amnesty would require taxpayers to pay all taxes, interest, and civil penalties, but would forgive criminal penalties. The goal of this form of amnesty is both to collect taxes owing from prior years and to place on the tax rolls those who had previously escaped taxation\(^\text{50}\).

A broader form of amnesty would require taxpayers to pay all taxes and interest due, but would forgive all civil and criminal penalties. Another form of amnesty would require taxpayers to pay all (or a portion of) past taxes, but would forgive all (or a portion of) the interest\(^\text{51}\) due on those taxes. In addition, all civil and criminal penalties would be forgiven\(^\text{52}\).

The broadest form of amnesty would forgive all past taxes, interest, and civil and criminal penalties. The goal of this type of amnesty is not to collect taxes owing from prior years, but to place on the tax rolls for the future those who previously had escaped taxation\(^\text{53}\).

This type of amnesty has not been attempted in South Africa. Most of the amnesty programmes that have been operated by SARS forgive both civil and criminal penalties; these programmes have differed as to whether all or a portion of the interest due was forgiven.

---

\(^{50}\) United States Congress, Joint Committee on Taxation, 1998. Tax Amnesty. Washington, DC

\(^{51}\) This form of amnesty highlights two differing views of the role of interest in the tax system. Some view charging interest on past due taxes as a penalty. Others view interest provisions as reflecting the time value of money. Accordingly, absent the requirement to pay interest, a taxpayer would prefer to delay paying taxes for as long as possible so as to retain the use of the money for as long as possible.


3.2.2 Eligibility for amnesty

It is standard practice to allow any taxpayer with previously unpaid taxes to participate, as long as the taxpayer’s unpaid tax liabilities are not known to the tax administration. Amnesty programmes can differ as to whether only non-filers may participate, or whether individuals and entities that filed returns, but also either underreported income or overstated deductions or credits, may participate. Individuals or entities under active criminal investigation or prosecution are generally not permitted to participate in an amnesty. Individuals and entities under audit or administrative investigation are also not permitted to participate in an amnesty.\textsuperscript{54}

3.2.3 Coverage: Tax Amnesty

The amnesty must specify which taxes are included in the amnesty. Many amnesties pertain to one specific tax source, such as the individual income tax, the corporate income tax, sales and use taxes, or property taxes. Limitations on the tax that is subject to the amnesty also necessarily limit the type of taxpayer who can participate. Other amnesties allow individuals and firms to pay the arrears of any tax for which they are liable, or any tax administered by the tax authority.\textsuperscript{55}

3.2.4 Incentives: Tax Amnesty

The amnesty must specify the amount of unpaid taxes, interest and penalties that the tax administration will forgive. It is almost universal among tax amnesties to waive or to reduce any civil or criminal penalties on unpaid taxes. Nearly all tax amnesties require the taxpayer to pay all back taxes. Some allow these back taxes to be calculated at tax rates that prevail at the time of the amnesty, rather than at the time of the original tax evasion.

\textsuperscript{54} United States Congress, Joint Committee on Taxation, 1998. Tax Amnesty JCT-2-98. Washington, DC.

3.2.5 Duration: Tax Amnesty

An amnesty can be a one-time grace period of a predetermined length, typically from two months up to a year in duration. The publicity surrounding such temporary amnesties typically emphasizes that delinquent taxpayers have only this single opportunity to declare all unpaid back taxes. However, it has been a common practice in some countries to enact multiple amnesties, even though each one separately is advertised as a one-time-only grace period. For example, India has offered six amnesties since the late 1970s.\(^{56}\)

3.3 VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE PROGRAMMES

Under a VDP, eligible taxpayers report their delinquent taxes in return for reduced penalties, a reduced likelihood of criminal prosecution upon detection of the evasion, or both.\(^{57}\) The programme is designed to encourage taxpayers to become compliant going forward, while paying their fair share of taxes that might have been overlooked in the past.\(^{58}\)

A voluntary disclosure occurs when the communication is truthful, timely, complete, and when\(^{59}\):

a. a taxpayer shows a willingness to cooperate (and does in fact cooperate) with the Tax Authority in determining his/her correct tax liability; and

b. the taxpayer makes good faith arrangements with the Tax Authority to pay in full the tax, interest, and any penalties determined by the Authorities to be applicable.


In order to be timely, a voluntary disclosure must occur before the taxpayer's noncompliance is on the Tax Authority's radar. The voluntary disclosure must be received before\(^{60}\):

- the Tax Authority has initiated a civil examination or criminal investigation of the taxpayer, or has notified the taxpayer that it intends to commence such an examination or investigation;
- the Tax Authority has received information from a third party (e.g., informant, other governmental agency, or the media) alerting them to the specific taxpayer's noncompliance;
- the Tax Authority has initiated a civil examination or criminal investigation which is directly related to the specific liability of the taxpayer; or
- the Tax Authority has acquired information directly related to the specific liability of the taxpayer from a criminal enforcement action (e.g. search warrant, or grand jury subpoena).

### 3.3.1 Requirements for a valid Voluntary Disclosure Programme

The requirements for a valid voluntary disclosure are that the disclosure must\(^{61}\):

- be voluntary;
- involve a default;
- be full and complete in all material respects;
- involve the potential application of a penalty or additional tax in respect of the default;
- not result in a refund due by the Commissioner;
- be made in the prescribed form and manner; and
- be made within the period prescribed by the Commissioner by notice in the Gazette.

---


\(^{61}\) Voluntary Disclosure Programme and Taxation Laws Second Amendment Act No 4 of 2010
The requirements for a valid disclosure programme differ from country to country (for example, in Canada there are only four requirements for a valid disclosure (discussed in chapter 4) unlike in South Africa where there are more than four requirements for a valid disclosure).

3.3.2 Relief offered by a Tax Voluntary Disclosure Programme

Where a person makes a valid voluntary disclosure and a voluntary disclosure agreement is entered into between that person and the Commissioner, the Commissioner is obliged not to pursue criminal prosecution for any statutory offence under a tax Act or a related common law offence; to grant relief in respect of any penalty and additional tax and grant relief from interest that would otherwise have been payable62. In this case, the reduction in the administrative penalties differs from country to country depending on whether the disclosure is made before or after the audit.

3.4 TAX AMNESTIES IN SOUTH AFRICA: A BRIEF HISTORY

This section discusses the amnesties introduced in South Africa for the period up to the introduction of the VDP. Tax amnesties are government programmes that typically allow a short period of time for tax evaders to voluntarily pay previously evaded taxes without being subject to penalties and prosecution that discovery of such tax evasion normally brings63. This section will discuss the tax amnesty programmes in South Africa with reference from the Amnesty Bills that have been introduced in South Africa since 1995. Prior to the introduction of VDP in 2011 atax amnesty programme was the only means though which the government convinced taxpayers to come forward and confess their tax defaults.


3.4.1 Tax Amnesty Act, No 19 of 1995

In 1995, the Tax Amnesty Act, No 19 of 1995 was introduced in South Africa to provide for an amnesty in respect of certain taxes and duties; and to provide for matters connected therewith\(^{64}\). The amnesty period was from July 1995 to October 1995.

3.4.1.1 Application for amnesty

According to section 2 of the Tax Amnesty Act, No 19 of 1995, for a valid tax amnesty application:

1) Any qualifying person may within the amnesty period apply for amnesty in terms of this Act.

2) An application for amnesty shall be made in writing to the Commissioner and shall be accompanied by an undertaking by the qualifying person concerned that such person will comply with such provisions of any law as relate to such person's liability for –

   a) normal tax in respect of the last year of assessment ending before 1 March 1995; and

   b) any other qualifying tax which became payable by such person before the date of such person's application for amnesty, other than any tax or duty contemplated in section 3(a).

3) Any qualifying person who after 27 April 1994, but before the commencement of the amnesty period, furnished the Commissioner with full information relating to such person's liability for the taxes contemplated in subsection (2), shall be deemed to have applied for amnesty in terms of this Act.

\(^{64}\) Tax Amnesty Act, No 19 of 1995
3.4.1.2 Relief under the Tax Amnesty Act

Under section 3 of the Tax Amnesty Act, No 19 of 1995, any qualifying person who has made an application under section 2 shall:\(^{65}\):

a) not be liable for the payment of:
   - any normal tax due in respect of any year of assessment ending before 1 March 1994;
   - any value-added tax in respect of the supply of goods or services or imported services or on the importation of goods before 1 March 1994;
   - any employees’ tax which such person was required to deduct or withhold from remuneration paid by such person or which such person became liable to pay, before 1 March 1995, whether or not such employees’ tax was in fact deducted or withheld by such person;
   - any stamp duty in respect of the execution of any instrument before 1 March 1994 or the registration of transfer of any marketable security, before that date;
   - any non-resident shareholders’ tax in respect of any dividend declared before 1 March 1994;
   - any secondary tax on companies in respect of any dividend declared before 1 March 1994;
   - any donations tax in respect of any property disposed of by such qualifying person under a donation which took effect before 1 March 1994; and
   - any sales tax;

b) not be liable for the payment of any interest due in respect of the late payment of any qualifying tax referred to in section 2, in so far as such interest is due in respect of a period ending not later than the last day of the amnesty period;

c) not be liable for any penalties or additional tax in respect of the non-payment or late payment of any tax or duty referred to in paragraph (a) or (b); and

d) not be subject to criminal prosecution for offences committed in relation to any tax or duty referred to in paragraph (a) or (b).

\(^{65}\) section 3 of the Tax Amnesty Act, No 19 of 1995
This amnesty was clearly a comprehensive amnesty, covering all forms of taxation and providing extensive protection to participants in the amnesty.


3.4.2 Exchange Control Amnesty and Amendment of Taxation Laws Act 12 of 2003

The Exchange Control Amnesty and Amendment of Taxation Laws Act of 2003\textsuperscript{66}, allowed South African residents to disclose their foreign assets accumulated or transferred in contravention of exchange control without being exposed to any civil or criminal liability. Many South African individuals have a long history of shifting assets offshore in contravention of exchange control. These illegal shifts commenced well before the 1980s, having occurred in a variety of ways. The revenue from these illegal foreign assets typically goes unreported for income tax purposes. These foreign assets may even stem from unreported domestically derived amounts.

The introduction of this legislation increased the risk of holding undisclosed foreign assets by taxpayers. The exchange control amnesty was accompanied by supporting tax measures in order to ensure that fears of prosecution from related tax violations do not indirectly undermine the objectives of the Exchange Control Amnesty. The objectives of the Exchange Control Amnesty Act include\textsuperscript{67}:-

- to enable violators of exchange control and certain tax acts to regularise their affairs in respect of foreign assets derived from these violations;
- to ensure maximum disclosure of foreign assets and to facilitate repatriation thereof to the Republic; and
- to extend the tax base by disclosing previously unreported foreign assets.

The Exchange Control Amnesty Act is said to have increased the amount of revenue collected by the South African Revenue services since its introduction in 2003.

\textsuperscript{66} Exchange Control Amnesty and Amendment of Taxation Laws Act 12 of 2003
\textsuperscript{67} Exchange Control Amnesty and Amendment of Taxation Laws Act 12 of 2003
3.4.3 Small Business Tax Amnesty and Amendment of Taxation Laws Act No. 9 of 2006.

Small businesses play an important role in stimulating economic activity, job creation, poverty alleviation and the general improvement of living standards. SARS' tax-base broadening efforts and walkabouts in informal business areas have indicated that numerous small businesses are not on register or have not made full disclosure to SARS and would like the opportunity for regularisation without fear of tax liabilities arising out of past non-compliance68.

The purpose and objective of the tax amnesty69 is, therefore, to:-

- broaden the tax base;
- facilitate the normalisation of the tax affairs of small businesses;
- increase and improve the tax compliance culture; and
- facilitate participation in the taxi recapitalisation programme.

According to the Small Business Tax Amnesty and Amendment of Taxation Laws Act of 2006, any individual, unlisted company, close corporation, trust, co-operative or insolvent or deceased estate of an individual which meets certain requirements may apply for tax amnesty. The requirements are that:-

- the individual or entity must have carried on a business;
- the gross income (turnover) of the business (or businesses if the individual or entity carried on more than one business) during the 2006 year of assessment was not more than R10 million;
- in the case of a company or close corporation all the shares or members' interests were held directly by individuals throughout the 2006 year of assessment;
- in the case of a trust all the beneficiaries of that trust throughout the 2006 year of assessment must have been natural persons.

68 Small Business Tax Amnesty and Amendment of Taxation Laws section 1, Act No. 9 of 2006.
69 Small Business Tax Amnesty and Amendment of Taxation Laws section 1, Act No. 9 of 2006
After meeting the requirements listed above, the rates applied in the calculating of the tax amnesty levy range from 0 to 5 percent (0 percent if the taxable income does not exceed R35 000; and 5 percent if the taxable income exceeds R500 000).

The legislation discussed above was all introduced by SARS in an attempt to increase revenue collected and to increase compliance by defaulting taxpayers for both local income and income from abroad.

Following the tax amnesties discussed in this section, the Government found the need to introduce the VDP in 2011, as another avenue of encouraging defaulting taxpayers to “come clean”. The recent VDP was introduced in the Voluntary Disclosure Programme and Taxation Laws Second Amendment Bill 29 of 2010, now Act 8 of 2010, to encourage taxpayers to disclose their default in tax compliance, and regularise their tax affairs, without the imposition of penalties, interest and additional tax. The VDP introduced in South Africa is fully discussed in the section to follow.

3.5 THE VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE PROGRAMME IN SOUTH AFRICA

The South African VDP was introduced in the VDP and Taxation Laws Second Amendment Bill 29 of 2010, now Act 8 of 2010, to encourage taxpayers to disclose their default in tax compliance, and regularise their tax affairs, without the imposition of penalties, interest and additional tax. Like tax amnesties, VDPs encourage defaulting taxpayers to come forward and file and pay their delinquent state taxes.

A tax default includes the submission of inaccurate or incomplete information to the tax authorities and failure to submit information or the adoption of a tax position where such submission, non-submission or adoption resulted in the taxpayer not being assessed for the correct amount of tax, or the correct amount of tax not being paid, or an incorrect refund being processed.  

Participating in a VDP generally requires that a taxpayer meets certain eligibility requirements and enters into a Voluntary Disclosure Agreement with the state. In exchange for the taxpayer’s voluntary disclosure, the state agrees to grant the

---

70 Section 225 of the Tax Administration Act No. 28 of 2011
taxpayer certain benefits and protections. These benefits and protections vary from country to country, depending on the rules and regulations of each country.\textsuperscript{71}

3.5.1 Requirements of a Voluntary Disclosure Programme

Participating in a VDP requires a taxpayer to meet certain requirements. Applications must be voluntary, disclosure must be complete in all material respects, must be made in the form, manner and period prescribed by the tax authority, and should not result in a refund to the applicant. Applications must include relevant personal and tax contact details, reasons for the omission or non-compliance and provide an explanation of how the requirements have been met.\textsuperscript{72}

Taxpayers can apply for a non-binding no-name basis ruling to establish whether they will qualify. If the tax authority is conducting an audit or has advised the taxpayer that it will start an audit, the VDP does not apply to that taxpayer, unless the taxpayer satisfies the tax authority that the default would most likely not have been identified by the audit.

3.5.2 Relief provided by the programme

In South Africa, where the taxpayer applies for relief under the VDP, SARS will not pursue criminal prosecution for any statutory offence under a tax act. The taxpayer will receive relief in respect of the understatement penalty referred to in section 223 of the Tax Administration Act.\textsuperscript{73}

\textsuperscript{71} Section 227 of the Tax Administration Act No. 28 of 2011
\textsuperscript{72} Schneider, F, 2011. Tax and Excon Voluntary Disclosure Programme (South Africa). KPMG Tax and Legal Publications
\textsuperscript{73} Section 223 of the Tax Administration Act No. 28 of 2011
The table in section 223 of the Tax Administration Act summarises the relief for understatement penalties.

Table 3: The relief for understatement penalties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Behaviour</th>
<th>Standard case</th>
<th>If obstructive, or if it is a ‘repeat case’</th>
<th>Voluntary disclosure after notification of audit</th>
<th>Voluntary disclosure before notification of audit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>‘Substantial understatement’</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>Reasonable care not taken in completing return</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>No reasonable grounds for ‘tax position’ taken</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv)</td>
<td>Gross negligence</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>125%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v)</td>
<td>Intentional tax evasion</td>
<td>150%</td>
<td>200%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Section 223 of the Tax Administration Act No. 28 of 2011

Under the VDP relief, the taxpayer will be relieved from being liable for any understatement penalty, except in the case where the taxpayer is totally negligent or has intentionally evaded tax. No relief is granted on interest that would otherwise have been payable on the late payment of the tax concerned.

The VDP not only makes provision for relief in respect of income tax, but also provides relief to employers for employees’ tax transgressions, to value-added tax (VAT) offenders and to persons who failed to withhold any withholding tax (for example, on royalties paid to non-residents). The VDP covers any tax, duty, levy, penalty and additional tax imposed in terms of an Act administered by the Commissioner for SARS.

---

74 Section 223 of the Tax Administration Act No. 28 of 2011
3.5.3 Application procedure for the Voluntary Disclosure Programme

The approval of the voluntary disclosure application and the relief available under the Tax Administration Act must be contained in a written agreement between SARS and the taxpayer. Section 230 of the Tax Administration Act requires that that the agreement must be prepared in the prescribed format and must contain details of: the material facts of the “default” on which the voluntary disclosure relief is based; the amount payable by the taxpayer, which amount must separately reflect the understatement penalty payable; the arrangements and dates for payment; and relevant undertakings by the parties.

SARS is entitled to withdraw the relief granted in terms of the VDP where it is established that the taxpayer failed to disclose a matter that was material for purposes of making a valid voluntary disclosure. Upon withdrawal of the relief, any amount paid in terms of the VDP constitutes part-payment of any further tax in respect of the relevant default. SARS may also pursue criminal prosecution for statutory offences under any tax act or related common law offences76.

3.5.4 Persons that may apply for voluntary disclosure relief

Any person, whether in a personal, representative, withholding or other capacity, may apply for voluntary disclosure relief. A person that is aware of a pending audit or investigation, or of an audit or investigation that has commenced but has not yet been concluded by SARS, is excluded.

The Commissioner may also direct that a person may apply for voluntary disclosure relief where the default in respect of which the person wishes to apply for voluntary disclosure relief would not otherwise have been detected during the audit or investigation and the application would be in the interest of good management of the tax system and the best use of the Commissioner’s resources77.

A person is deemed to be aware of a pending audit or investigation, or that the audit or investigation has commenced, if a representative of the person (an officer, shareholder or member of the person, if the person is a company), a partner in partnership with the person, a trustee or beneficiary of the person (if the person is a trust), or a person acting for or on behalf of or as an agent or fiduciary of the person, has become aware of the pending audit or investigation, or that an audit or investigation has commenced.\(^{78}\)

### 3.6 Comparing State Tax Amnesties with Voluntary Disclosure Programmes

A state tax amnesty is a limited-time programme approved by the state legislature and administered by the state agency responsible for administering and enforcing the tax laws. These programmes give taxpayers an opportunity to come forward voluntarily and satisfy their delinquent tax obligations in exchange for certain benefits, such as an abatement of penalties and some or all of the interest owed.

Taxpayers filing under amnesty should not expect that they can “negotiate” for better terms.\(^{79}\) This is a major difference between an amnesty programme and a VDP (which may permit some level of negotiation). Due to the fact that the Tax Amnesty conditions are non-negotiable, taxpayers who have received tax assessments may be required, as a condition of participation, to pay the full amount of the tax owed to the state even if they do not agree with the assessment.

Although the state legislature approves an amnesty, the details of the programme, such as the eligibility requirements for participation and the specific procedures that must be followed, are generally left to the State taxing agency to determine and administer and thus, amnesty programmes can vary widely from state to state. One

---


common requirement found in most amnesty programmes is that taxpayers under criminal investigation for tax law violations are not allowed to participate\(^{80}\).

On the other hand, a state’s VDP is another avenue available to taxpayers to assist them in resolving their tax delinquencies. This programme is on-going programme compared to the Tax Amnesty which is there for a limited time period. Like tax amnesty, voluntary disclosure encourages delinquent taxpayers to come forward and file and pay their delinquent state taxes. For taxpayers, the primary overall benefit to entering into a voluntary disclosure agreement is that it allows a taxpayer to resolve outstanding tax delinquencies fully and completely under beneficial terms and it also allows for negotiation, particularly when the delinquent taxpayer is represented by a tax expert\(^{81}\).

As a result, State tax amnesty and VDPs present two avenues for taxpayers to come forward voluntarily and resolve tax delinquencies. It is difficult to determine which the best programme is since they both have their advantages and disadvantages, depending on the country in which they are practised. Whichever avenue is chosen, it’s particularly important to understand the eligibility requirements, including how quickly returns and tax payments must be remitted to the state and what the implications of failing to follow-through on these requirements could be.

In the case of taxpayer representatives, it might be beneficial to use the VDP since they can negotiate favourable terms for the taxpayer, unlike the tax amnesty which is non-negotiable.


3.7 CONCLUSION

A tax amnesty is a government programme that typically allows a short period of time for tax evaders to voluntarily pay previously evaded taxes without being subject to penalties and prosecution that discovery of such tax evasion normally brings. Tax amnesties typically target specific taxes or classes of taxpayers. Unless a state legislature has already introduced or passed a bill approving a future amnesty, it’s nearly impossible to predict when a state will offer an amnesty period as amnesties do not generally occur according to any specific schedule.

Like tax amnesties, VDPs encourage defaulting taxpayers to come forward and file and pay their delinquent state taxes. A VDP is usually a longer-term measure providing for relief that is similar to that of an amnesty, but often applying to a broader range of taxes. As a result, the main differences between a tax amnesty and a VDP are that the VDP is an ongoing programme as compared to the tax amnesty which is a limited time programme (for example for a three-month period) and amnesties have a narrower focus than VDPs.

These programmes both give taxpayers an opportunity to come forward voluntarily and satisfy their delinquent tax obligations in exchange for certain benefits, such as an abatement of penalties and some or all of the interest owed. These abatements can be substantial since the amount of penalty and interest that can accrue when a tax liability remains unpaid for many years can be significant, and could very possibly exceed the tax liability itself. Therefore, penalty and interest abatements also help taxpayers to retain cash they might otherwise have had to pay.
CHAPTER 4

TAX AMNESTY AND VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE PROGRAMMES: 
AN INTERNATIONAL APPRAISAL

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter has highlighted different aspects of tax amnesty and VDPs, including the purpose and how each programme operates. This chapter discusses how these programmes operate in different countries, specifically in Canada, Australia and United States of America (USA). The chapter compares the two types of programme introduced in South Africa with those introduced in Canada, Australia and United States of America and also discusses the successes and problems experienced in those countries.

4.2 CANADA

The Canadian tax system requires taxpayers to self-assess and report their income tax liabilities in respect of each taxation year. Where a taxpayer has previously provided incorrect or incomplete information, or has failed to disclose required information entirely, to the Canada Revenue Agency, the taxpayer, may under certain circumstances be permitted to come forward and voluntarily disclose past reporting errors or omissions in exchange for potential penalty relief by making an application to the Canada Revenue Agency under the federal VDP.

Subsection 220(3.1) of the Canadian Income Tax Act provides the statutory basis for the VDP in respect of Canadian Income Taxes. In order to be eligible for relief under subsection 220(3.1), the following pre-conditions must be satisfied: (i) the applicant must be a taxpayer, which includes individuals, corporations, trusts and for the purpose of subsection 220(3.1), partnerships, regardless of whether the taxpayer is liable or not for tax; and (ii) the application for relief must be made within 10 calendar years from the end of the year in respect of which the taxpayer is seeking relief.82

In Canada the VDP was administered by the Investigations Division of the Agency until 1999, when it was transferred to the Appeals Branch as part of the Agency's fairness initiative. An information circular published in 1973 indicated that taxpayers who made a complete and voluntary disclosure would not be prosecuted or assessed penalties for gross negligence. The VDP promotes compliance with Canada’s tax laws by encouraging taxpayers to voluntarily come forward and correct previous omissions in their dealings with the Canada Revenue Agency.

The Canada Revenue Agency's Voluntary Disclosure Programme is designed to encourage taxpayers to disclose deficiencies in complying with reporting, filing, payment and remittance obligations under the Income Tax Act as well as the Excise Tax Act and the Custom Act.

Taxpayers who make a valid disclosure will have to pay the taxes or charges plus interest, without a penalty or prosecution that the taxpayer would otherwise be subject to under the acts administered by the Canada Revenue Agency. For a voluntary disclosure to be valid, it must be voluntary, complete, involve a monetary penalty and involve information that is at least one year overdue.

Examples of deficiencies that can be disclosed under the VDP in Canada include failure to report income, failure to remit source deductions, failure to file tax returns and other reporting documents and claiming ineligible expenses.

---

4.2.1 Conditions for a valid voluntary disclosure: Canada

In Canada there are four main conditions for a valid voluntary disclosure and these are86:

- **The disclosure must be voluntary**

In this case the taxpayer has to initiate the disclosure. A disclosure may not qualify as voluntary if it is made at a time when the person might expect that the Canada Revenue Agency will, or may, discover the deficiency in any event, for example, if an audit has already commenced or the taxpayer has knowledge that an audit will commence and Canada Revenue Agency will discover the omission.

- **The disclosure must be complete**

The taxpayer must make a full and accurate reporting of all previously inaccurate, incomplete and unreported information. A taxpayer must not limit a disclosure to selected errors or omissions or to specific taxation years or reporting periods. All required forms must be prepared and properly filed. The taxpayer also must comply with all legitimate requests for documents to verify the disclosure. It is the Canada Revenue Agency’s policy that a voluntary disclosure will not be denied solely because it contains minor errors or omissions, for example, where a taxpayer discloses income of $100 000 and it is later established that the taxpayer’s income was $108 000 the Canada Revenue Agency considers the error to be minor87.

---


• **The disclosure must involve a penalty**

The disclosure must involve at least one penalty. If no penalties apply to the information being disclosed, there is no need to seek penalty relief through the programmes.

• **The disclosure must include information that is; (a) at least one year past due or, (b) if less than one year past due, is not being disclosed solely to avoid the late filing or instalment penalties.**

In this case, the intention is that a taxpayer cannot use the programmes to disclose a current year’s income tax simply to avoid paying the late-filing penalty.

If the Canada Revenue Agency accepts a disclosure as having met the conditions set out above, it will be considered to be a valid disclosure and the taxpayer will not be charged penalties or prosecuted with respect to the disclosure.

In addition to penalty relief, interest relief is also provided under the VDP. If a disclosure is accepted as valid by the Canada Revenue Agency, the Minister may grant partial relief in the application of interest against a taxpayer in respect of assessments for years or reporting periods preceding the three most recent years of returns required to be filed.

### 4.2.2 Circumstances under which Voluntary DisclosureProgramme relief may be granted

Relief from penalties and prosecution, as provided for under the VDP, may be considered if taxpayers:

- failed to fulfil their obligations under the applicable act;
- failed to report any taxable income they received;
- claimed ineligible expenses on a tax return;
- failed to remit source deductions of their employees;
- failed to report an amount of Goods and Services Tax/Harmonized Sales Tax, (which may include undisclosed liabilities or improperly claimed refunds or rebates, unpaid tax or net tax from a previous reporting period);
- failed to file information returns; and
- failed to report foreign sourced income that is taxable in Canada.

4.2.3 Circumstances under which Voluntary Disclosure Programme relief will not be considered

There are limited circumstances in which the Canada Revenue Agency will not grant relief under the VDP, regardless of whether the disclosure meets the four conditions for validity outlined above. These circumstances include disclosures in respect of:

- income tax returns where no taxes are owing or a refund is expected;
- provisions under the Tax Act that permit taxpayers to elect specific tax treatment;
- returns that must be filed under section 216 of the Tax Act;
- advance pricing arrangements;
- rollover provisions, which, as election provisions, allow a taxpayer to defer income that would otherwise arise on the transfer of property to a taxable Canadian Corporation;
- returns that must be filled in the year of bankruptcy;
- post-assessment requests for penalty or interest relief.

Where all the conditions for acceptance of a voluntary disclosure are not satisfied, it is the Canada Revenue Agency’s policy to consider the disclosure to be invalid and to deny the disclosure. In such circumstances a taxpayer may be liable for any tax owing and may be subject to penalties, interest, and prosecution if applicable.

In Canada, tax amnesty is administered by the Canada Revenue Agency under the VDP, and as a result the requirements are the same as those discussed for a VDP.

4.2.4 Successes and problems of Voluntary Disclosure Programme (and Tax Amnesties): Canada

In the short term, one major problem reported was that a voluntary disclosure will not automatically guarantee immunity from prosecution, but a timely voluntary disclosure may result in prosecution not being recommended. It has been reported that the programmes were very successful in Canada. Due to the amnesty and VDPs, the
associated federal income tax and goods and service tax assessments increased from about $140 million to an estimated $459 million in 2003\textsuperscript{88}. It was also reported that compliance increased due to these two programmes in Canada, thereby increasing the tax revenue collected by the Canada Revenue Agency. One major problem was the decrease in the revenue collection in the long-run due to the fact that some taxpayers became reluctant to participate in the programmes, anticipating the repeated introduction of amnesties.

4.3 THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

In the USA, a taxpayer’s timely, voluntary disclosure of a significant unreported tax liability is an important factor to the Internal Revenue Service in considering whether the matter should be referred to the U.S. Department of Justice for criminal prosecution\textsuperscript{89}. The Internal Revenue Services’ ("IRS") VDP provides a way for taxpayers with previously undisclosed income to contact the IRS and resolve their tax matters. This programme does not apply to taxpayers whose income is derived from illegal activities. The voluntary disclosure practice is a longstanding practice of IRS. A voluntary disclosure will not automatically guarantee immunity from prosecution, but a timely voluntary disclosure may result in prosecution not being recommended.

4.3.1 A brief history of voluntary disclosure in the United States of America

The IRS has a long history of encouraging voluntary disclosures of tax evasion. In 1919, the IRS had a policy not to criminally prosecute taxpayers making a voluntary disclosure. Although the policy was quickly amended to remove the commitment to


fargo criminal prosecution, the IRS re instituted that policy from 1945 to 1952\textsuperscript{90}. In 1952, the IRS abandoned the policy again partly because it allowed taxpayers to claim immunity from prosecution, regardless of the context of their voluntary disclosure.

Once the non-prosecution policy was withdrawn in January 1952, the IRS’s official position was that voluntary disclosure was merely a factor to be considered in whether to recommend a taxpayer for criminal prosecution. It was reported that, despite the admonition that a voluntary disclosure did not immunize a taxpayer from criminal liability, an internal [IRS] memorandum disclosed that, at least from 1969 until 1974, the position of the Chief Counsel’s Office was that a timely, good faith disclosure was ”dispositive” of the prosecution issue. In 1974, the IRS adopted a policy of considering the factors that triggered the taxpayer's disclosure\textsuperscript{91}.

Currently, the Internal Revenue Manual provides general voluntary disclosure provisions under the section entitled Criminal Investigations - Other Investigations\textsuperscript{92}. The Internal Revenue Manual states that a voluntary disclosure occurs when the communication is truthful, timely, complete, and when:

- a taxpayer shows a willingness to cooperate (and does in fact cooperate) with the IRS in determining his/her correct tax liability, and
- the taxpayer makes good faith arrangements with the IRS to pay in full, the tax, interest, and any penalties determined by the IRS to be applicable.

The Internal Revenue Manual defines what constitutes a timely disclosure. According to the Manual a disclosure is timely if it is received before\textsuperscript{93}.

the IRS has initiated a civil examination or criminal investigation of the taxpayer, or has notified the taxpayer that it intends to commence such an examination or investigation;

- the IRS has received information from a third party (for example, an informant, another governmental agency, or the media) alerting the IRS to the specific taxpayer’s noncompliance;

- the IRS has initiated a civil examination or criminal investigation which is directly related to the specific liability of the taxpayer; and

- the IRS has acquired information directly related to the specific liability of the taxpayer from a criminal enforcement action (for example, a search warrant, or a grand jury subpoena).

In addition to this general voluntary disclosure regime, the IRS also periodically offers targeted voluntary compliance initiatives. For example, it offered one in 1992 for non-filers94.

The USA has therefore long had VDPs, but in the last few years has announced new rules for individuals with offshore investments wishing to “come clean” (Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Programme).

4.3.2 The offshore voluntary disclosure programme

The IRS created its Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Programme and then its follow-up Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Initiative, under which the United States taxpayers with unreported foreign bank accounts, and presumably unreported foreign income, could come clean by voluntarily coming forward and disclosing to the IRS the existence of these accounts for past years and thereby avoiding criminal penalties95.

Beginning in 2003, the IRS has operated four offshore programmes which provided incentives for taxpayers to disclose their offshore accounts and pay delinquent taxes, interest and penalties. The first of the four initiatives was offered in 2003 and was related to an offshore credit card project the IRS pursued, starting in 2000. This


programme was designed to allow taxpayers to step forward and clear up their tax liabilities. The programme waived the fraud penalty, the fraudulent failure-to-file penalty and certain information return penalties otherwise applicable to participating taxpayers. In addition, participating taxpayers would not be criminally prosecuted\textsuperscript{96}.

The next programmes took place in 2009 in conjunction with a crackdown on offshore tax evasion involving Swiss bank accounts, specifically those held at Union Bank of Switzerland\textsuperscript{97}. From March 23 through October 15, 2009, the IRS provided the Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Initiative for foreign financial accounts. The taxpayers could “come clean” with assurance of no criminal prosecution and only a 20 per cent income tax negligence penalty for years starting in 2003, plus a single “in lieu of” Foreign Bank Account Reporting penalty of 20 per cent of the highest amount in the foreign accounts for the highest year. Under this special initiative, the IRS would forego all other applicable penalties, such as for failure to file 5471s and 3520s\textsuperscript{98}.

After the close of the 2009 Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Programme, taxpayers continued to seek compliance in regard to their offshore accounts and as a result, on February 8, 2011, the IRS announced its 2011 Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Initiative. The agency reported that almost 12,000 disclosures were made under the 2011 Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Initiative\textsuperscript{99}.

The 2012 programme was formally announced by the IRS on January 9, 2012. Prior to issuance of specific guidance, the IRS announced that it will be almost similar to the 2011 programme. There are two key differences between the 2011 and 2012


programmes. One is that the Offshore Penalty was increased to 27.5 per cent, versus 25 per cent in the 2011 programme and 20 per cent in the 2009 programme. The other key difference is that there is no specific end date for the 2012 Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Initiative programme. However, the IRS has announced that it reserves the right to change the terms of the programme on a prospective basis at any time, as well as the right to end the programme.

As under the previous offshore disclosure programmes, the 2012 Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Initiative provides an opportunity for taxpayers to disclose unreported foreign accounts, assets and income with fewer penalties than might be applied without the programme, while avoiding criminal prosecution.

The IRS Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Initiative further states that its VDP and success in offshore enforcement have increased awareness of U.S. tax filing obligations, including awareness by dual citizens and others “who may be delinquent in filing, but owe no U.S. tax”\textsuperscript{100}.

### 4.3.4 Requirements for a valid Offshore Voluntary Disclosure: United States of America

In applying for Offshore Voluntary Disclosure, taxpayers first seek “preclearance” to make a voluntary disclosure by transmitting certain identifying information to the IRS Criminal Investigation Lead Department Centre. Qualifying taxpayers thereafter receive a “Pre-clearance Notice” directing them to mail a “Voluntary Disclosure Letter” to the IRS Criminal Investigation Division within 30 days so that their voluntary disclosure can be processed.

The Voluntary Disclosure Letter requested by Criminal Investigation Division is a standard form letter, which requires that taxpayers applying for the VDP make comprehensive and self-incriminatory disclosures concerning, inter alia, the following\textsuperscript{101}:

- the name and place of the financial institution holding their account;
- the source of funds in their account;
- the identities of all individuals and/or entities associated with their account;
- the purpose for which the account was opened; and
- all contacts and communications the taxpayer has had with representatives of the financial institution that held the account.

Next, taxpayers that qualify for the Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Programme typically receive a letter from the IRS Director of Global Financial Crimes informing them that they have been accepted into the programme.

### 4.3.5 Eligibility: Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Programme

Generally, the programme is open for U.S. citizens, as well as corporations, partnerships, and trusts, with U.S. income tax filing obligations and undisclosed foreign accounts or assets. Typically, this includes individuals who have either failed to file a U.S. tax return while living overseas or have filed timely returns but failed to include and report all of their income and foreign bank accounts on these returns.

Furthermore, the participant must indicate his or her willingness to cooperate with the IRS in its determination of the taxpayer’s tax liability and the participant must be prepared to make a good faith arrangement with the IRS to pay the taxes, interest, and penalties owed\textsuperscript{102}.


More importantly, the IRS has stated that it will not accept individuals for whom the IRS has already initiated a civil or criminal investigation or examination, as well as individuals for whom the IRS has already received information whether from the media, an informant or a government agency\textsuperscript{103}.

4.3.6 Successes and problems of Tax Amnesties and Voluntary Disclosure Programmes: United States of America

The Internal Revenue Service's VDP provides a way for taxpayers with previously undisclosed income to contact the IRS and resolve their tax matters. The IRS also introduced the offshore VDPs which provided incentives for taxpayers to disclose their offshore accounts. Tax amnesties, together with VDPs, were successful in most states in USA. These programmes increased the revenue collected by the IRS in different states in the USA, (for example $32 million was collected in Arizona in 2009, $303.7 million was collected in Louisiana in 2009, and $32.6 million was collected through these programmes in Massachusetts)\textsuperscript{104}.

In USA, Tax amnesties and VDPs have raised hundreds of millions of dollars that revenue collectors would otherwise have found difficult or impossible to capture. These programmes have swelled the rolls of paid-up taxpayers and increased the population of regular filers.

Amnesties and VDPs may have had some less positive effects as well. They may have angered law-abiding taxpayers who dislike seeing tax breaks given to abusers of the system. Current amnesties may have encouraged some citizens to believe that there will be future amnesties as well, reducing their incentive to keep current on their payments, therefore reducing tax revenue in the long run\textsuperscript{105}.


Some authors concluded that a tax amnesty has no effect on the revenue collected by the IRS. In the study by Alm and Beck\textsuperscript{106}, their time series results indicated that the Colorado amnesty had no impact on either the level or the trend of tax collections. One possible reason for this conclusion might be that the amnesty itself was so small that it had no effect on the compliance decisions of individuals.

### 4.4 AUSTRALIA

Australia launched tax amnesties in 2007 and 2009. As defined earlier, a tax amnesty is a limited-time opportunity for a specified group of taxpayers to pay a defined amount, in exchange for forgiveness of a tax liability (including interest and penalties) relating to a previous tax period or periods and without fear of criminal prosecution. In 2007 The Australian Tax Office gave business owners a one-off opportunity to correct past mistakes regarding payments and loans from their private companies and avoid penalties under Division 7A of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997\textsuperscript{107}.

The Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 is an Act of the Parliament of Australia and is a rewrite of the prior Income Tax Assessment Act 1936. Division 7A applies to debts forgiven on or after 4 December 1997, regardless of when the debt was created. However, it may also apply to loans in place before this date, where the amount of the loan is increased or its term extended on or after 4 December 1997.

The offer applied to mistakes made between 2001-02 and 2006-07 and a practice statement released in July 2007 set out how taxpayers can take corrective action to fix these mistakes. It stated that “people who follow the practice statement and include any outstanding interest or previously undeclared payments in their 2007-08


return can take advantage of the new changes to the law, without being concerned about further enquiries”. 108

4.4.1 Voluntary disclosure programme: Australia

In Australia, under the VDP, taxpayers are subject to penalties for failing to disclose amounts in their tax returns, whether this omission is accidental or otherwise. The base penalty amount varies between 25 per cent and 75 per cent of the shortfall amount, depending on the conduct of the taxpayer. The base penalty amount can be further increased or reduced, depending on the taxpayer’s conduct109.

Taxpayers are also liable for interest for failing to disclose amounts in their tax returns. An interest charge (referred to as the Shortfall Interest Charge) is applied to the tax shortfall (i.e. broadly the difference between the Australian tax payable by the relevant entity based on the tax return lodged, versus the Australian tax payable pursuant to amended assessments made incorporating the inclusion of the previously undisclosed amount). The rate of the Shortfall Interest Charge varies over time and is applied on a daily compounding basis. It is deductible for Australian taxation purposes110.

According to The Australian Tax Office, where the taxpayer voluntarily discloses a shortfall amount to the Commissioner before notification of an audit, the base penalty amount may be reduced as follows:

- by 80 per cent, where the shortfall amount is AUD 1000 or more; or
- to nil, where the shortfall amount is less than AUD 1000.

---

The Commissioner may, as a matter of policy, abate the penalty in full if the taxpayer made an honest mistake and makes the voluntary disclosure before notification of a tax audit.

Case law has also clarified the scope of the voluntary disclosure provisions in Australia. In the case of *British American Tobacco Australia Services Ltd v FCT*\(^{111}\), the Court held that to be a voluntary disclosure the taxpayer must volunteer information on the taxpayer’s own initiative without prompting or apprehended pressure from the Australian Tax Office and rejected the argument that a disclosure was voluntary unless the taxpayer was legally compelled to make the disclosure. In *Lawrence v FCT*\(^{112}\) the Court held that a compulsory examination under section 264 of the Income Tax Assessment Act, 1936 did not constitute notice of an audit for the purposes of voluntary disclosure. In *DG Empire v FCT*\(^{113}\), the Tribunal held that the failure to offer the taxpayer an opportunity to make voluntary disclosure was a reason to exercise the discretion to reduce the penalty.

Australia has also followed in the footsteps of the USA tax authority by offering an amnesty to people who have failed to disclose income from offshore banks through Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Programmes. These programmes are discussed below.

### 4.4.2 Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Programmes: Australia

Amid a worldwide escalation of Government tax amnesties, Australia has joined the fray and offered its citizens an opportunity to volunteer information regarding any unpaid tax obligations in relation to their offshore bank accounts. The Australian Taxation Office announced on 18 July 2007 an initiative designed to encourage and assist individuals and entities that hold or benefit from banking relationships held offshore from Australia, to reconcile their tax affairs. This initiative is referred to as the Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Initiative. On the 30\(^{th}\) of November 2009 the

---

\(^{111}\) *British American Tobacco Australia Services Ltd v FCT* [2009] FCA 1550 at [107].

\(^{112}\) *Lawrence v FCT* (2008) 70 ATR 376 at [111].

\(^{113}\) *DG Empire v FCT* (2007) 66 ATR 925 at [70].
Australian Tax Office went on to announce a revised Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Initiative. The revised initiative\textsuperscript{114}:

- fully remits shortfall penalties where additional taxable income is AUD20,000 or less for a tax year;
- remits shortfall penalties up to 10 per cent where additional taxable income exceeds AUD20,000 for a tax year;
- fully remits the general interest charge for tax years up to and including the 2002 tax year; and
- imposes a shortfall interest charge for the 2005 and subsequent tax years.

The Australian Tax Office has increased its focus on Australian taxpayers who may have undisclosed offshore income (including capital gains) or who have over-claimed deductions involving international transactions. Under the Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Initiative, the Australian Tax Office has announced concessions or discounts for individuals and entities who voluntarily disclose any outstanding tax matters. In this case eligible taxpayers who voluntarily come forward before the Australian Tax Office notifies them of an audit will obtain a reduced shortfall penalty. The Australian Tax Office Commissioner Chris Jordan said that the Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Initiative may reduce tax avoidance, evasion or other serious offences by taxpayers\textsuperscript{115}. A voluntary disclosure before or during audit may reduce administrative penalties by 80 per cent or 20 per cent respectively.

In the Australian Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Initiative programme, only taxpayers with additional previously undeclared taxable incomes of greater than AUD 20 000 will be forced to pay a penalty of 10 per cent on the surplus income for that year.

\textsuperscript{114} Fta, R, J. 2010. Tax controversies – voluntary disclosures. Taxation In Australia Volume 44 No. 9

Additionally, information volunteers are also offered general interest concessions through the Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Initiative programme\textsuperscript{116}.

The Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Initiative can reduce penalties to 10 per cent, provide interest remissions and manage the risk of possible criminal prosecution arising from offshore income omission. According to the Australian Tax Office, a voluntary disclosure is, accordingly, a means to open up settlement negotiations or communications with the Australian Tax Office to manage a tax risk which does not have the restrictions and appeal limitation of a private ruling application.

The Australian Tax Office requires full disclosure of all foreign assets and foreign entities, not merely those entities directly or indirectly affected by the flow of funds, ownership or tax shortfall. A disclosure is made on the approved form. The approved form includes additional disclosure requirements not required under the usual voluntary disclosure rules such as\textsuperscript{117}:

- the purpose of establishing structures overseas;
- the reason the foreign income was omitted or the deduction over-claimed;
- the identification of false documentation; and
- the name and address of any advisers involved in the arrangements and the nature of the advice.

The Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Initiative also requires the taxpayer to name the advisers that helped or provided advice about establishing, maintaining or changing overseas assets, structures or related entities.

The Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Initiative is limited to income tax from offshore activities. Accordingly, disclosures about domestic income tax and other taxes are subject to the usual voluntary disclosure rules. Where the offshore disclosure may have domestic tax consequences (such as deemed dividends or withholding tax


\textsuperscript{117} Fta, R, J. 2010. Tax controversies – voluntary disclosures. Taxation In Australia Volume 44 No. 9
obligations) a concurrent disclosure under the usual voluntary disclosure rules may also be made\textsuperscript{118}.

\textbf{4.4.3 Successes and problems of Tax Amnesties and Voluntary Disclosure Programmes: Australia}

Australia launched tax amnesties in 2007 and 2009. According to the Australian Tax Office, voluntary disclosure by individuals had generated an additional AUD 301.7 million in revenues by June 2010. As a result tax amnesties and VDPs in Australia have played an important part by increasing the revenue collected by the government. These programmes have improved the tax systems in Australia since they yield some information about current loopholes in the tax system. Amnesties like the Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Programmes have increased compliance and therefore adding more taxpayers to the tax rolls\textsuperscript{119}.

The long-run cost is that too many amnesties undermine the willingness of others to pay tax as it alerts the population to the existence of a sizeable minority who gets away with not paying taxes. Repeated amnesties have reduced the amount collected by the Australian Tax Office in 1988 to as little as AUD 20 million as compared to the previous years\textsuperscript{120}.

\textbf{4.5 FOUR COUNTRY COMPARISON}

The VDPs and tax amnesties in Canada, Australia and USA having been discussed above, the following section will compare the programmes in these countries with those introduced in South Africa. From the above discussion it is clear that relief in respect of additional taxes and penalties differs from country to country depending on the rules and regulations of the Tax Authorities for each country. The South African VDP was introduced in 2011, while it was introduced decades ago in countries like Canada, Australia and USA.

In terms of penalty relief, if a disclosure is accepted as valid in Canada, Australia or the USA, the agency may grant partial relief in the application of interest against a

\textsuperscript{118} Ftia, R, J. 2010. Tax controversies – voluntary disclosures. Taxation In Australia Volume 44 No. 9
\textsuperscript{119} Ftia, R, J. 2010. Tax controversies – voluntary disclosures. Taxation In Australia Volume 44 No. 9
\textsuperscript{120} Ftia, R, J. 2010. Tax controversies – voluntary disclosures. Taxation In Australia Volume 44 No. 9
taxpayer in respect of assessments for years required to be filed. On the other hand the South African programme grants full interest relief where the person qualifies for a relief under the tax VDP. The common similarity is that for these programmes to be valid in these four countries certain requirements have to be met and a series of documents have to be submitted to the Tax Authorities before the application approval.

The analysis of the programmes of the countries that have been discussed earlier in this research, all reveal that the taxpayer does not qualify for voluntary disclosure after being notified of a tax audit. On the other hand, in the case of Australia, voluntary disclosure by the taxpayer after notification of a tax audit may reduce the base penalty amount by 20 percent.

The most common feature of amnesty programmes is the waiver of all penalties and a complete or partial waiver of interest. For example, in Australia, where the taxpayer voluntarily discloses a shortfall amount to the Commissioner before notification of an audit, the base penalty amount may be reduced by 80 per cent, where the shortfall amount is AUD 1000 or more; or to nil, where the shortfall amount is less than AUD 1000\textsuperscript{121}. In the United States of America, under a Kansas amnesty programme offered from 1 October to 30 November, 2003, qualifying taxpayers received an abatement of all penalties and interest owed on outstanding liabilities remitted during the amnesty period. Under a North Dakota amnesty programme offered from 1 October, 2003 to 31 January, 2004, in the USA, taxpayers received a waiver of all penalties and 75 per cent of the interest that would have otherwise been assessed on overdue taxes\textsuperscript{122}.

A detailed summary table comparing the VDPs in South Africa, Canada, Australia and USA is shown in the following section. With regard to the tax amnesties in countries like USA and Canada, no set requirements were listed in the table and also, because most countries have implemented quite a number of amnesties with different requirements for each amnesty, it was difficult to draft a table of comparison on tax amnesties for the countries in question.

\textsuperscript{121} Information from the Australian Tax Office (ATO)
4.6 CONCLUSION

Now that the tax amnesty and the VDPs in South Africa, Canada, Australia and the USA have been discussed, it can be concluded that based on the information gathered above, these programmes increase the revenue collected by the government in the short run and the revenue gradually decreases in the long run. As a result these programmes are very useful in generating revenue and increasing taxpayers’ compliance.

Comparing the tax amnesty and the VDPs in the four countries discussed in the previous sections, it was observed that the requirements, the relief structure and the application process differ for each country. The table 4 below shows a table which compares the VDPs in South Africa, Canada, Australia and the USA.

CHAPTER 5

ADVANTAGES AND ADVANTAGES OF TAX AMNESTIES AND VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE PROGRAMMES

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Tax amnesties and VDPs offer qualified taxpayers an opportunity to clear outstanding tax liabilities in exchange for a complete or partial abatement of interest and penalties that might otherwise be imposed. The “carrot” encouraging participation is usually forgiveness of at least some penalties that could have been assessed on the overdue taxes. Typically there is also a “stick” – the promise of harsher penalties for evasion and stepped-up detection efforts to follow these programmes.

This chapter discusses the advantages and disadvantages of both the tax amnesty programmes and the VDPs. In general, these programmes are intended to improve overall compliance with tax laws by eliminating underreporting errors and adding
non-filers to the tax rolls\textsuperscript{123}. These programmes guarantee immunity from punishment for evasion declared during the amnesty.

This chapter discusses the characteristics of tax amnesty and VDP participants, before looking at the advantages and disadvantages of the two programmes.

5.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF TAX AMNESTY AND VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE PROGRAMME PARTICIPANTS

To begin with, those who intend to continue with tax evasion may be ruled out as likely participants. This group includes those people who are less convinced that they will ever get audited and those whose marginal benefit from evasion is higher than the marginal cost from participating in these programmes. On the other hand, participants seem likely to belong to one or more of the following categories\textsuperscript{124}:

- those who perceive a large increase in the likelihood that past evasion will be detected or in the penalties to be imposed;
- those who now feel increased guilt with respect to their past behaviour and participate to relieve it; or
- those who engaged in minor evasion of taxes not eligible for these programmes and therefore who are not concerned that participation will reveal such other evasion.


The characteristics above make it clear that taxpayers who are most committed to the practice of tax evasion, presumably because they perceive the largest benefits from it, are the least likely to participate. These evaders are called “marginal tax evaders”, those individuals who derived a substantial advantage from evasion or who came to that position reluctantly or by accident.

5.3 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF A TAX AMNESTY AND VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE PROGRAMME

5.3.1 Benefits of Tax Amnesty and Voluntary Disclosure Programmes

Tax amnesties and VDPs merit special treatment both because of their complex effects on taxpayer behaviour and because of their popularity. General amnesties can be given, for example, by specifying a period during which no penalty will be levied on delinquent taxes. Besides conferring immunity from sanctions, general amnesties and VDP programmes are a combination of three factors: an opportunity for tax deferral or a lowering of penalties; a government-provided opportunity to launder tax-evaded money; and a signal of future enforcement by the government (whether positive or negative).

There are several benefits associated with both the Tax Amnesty and VDPs. First, an amnesty and a VDP may enable the tax authorities to collect some proportion of past debts that otherwise would be uncollectable. These programmes can identify tax evaders who would not easily have been identified even with enhanced enforcement and add them to the tax rolls. More important than immediate cash in the bank is the addition of taxpayers to the tax rolls who will continue to pay taxes, year after year. They also provide direct benefits in the form of voluntary back-tax payments.

Known taxpayers may also report additional sources of income that would otherwise have been difficult to detect. These disclosures would have implications for future revenue collections over and above that originally collected during the tax period. In this case tax amnesties and VDPs will encourage taxpayers to come forward and pay their previously unpaid taxes without any penalties.

Tax disclosures also generate an immediate increase in tax revenues. They give states and localities an easy way to generate a one-time revenue boost, with the possibility of continued revenue flow through improved compliance. Governments desperate for quick funds sometimes turn to amnesties. For this to be effective, governments should not offer tax amnesties repeatedly as this will lead to a decrease in compliance, since taxpayers will be anticipating more amnesties and as a result this lowers the tax revenue. If amnesties are granted regularly (for example India granted seven over a 35-year period, while Argentina has had 21) compliance decreases therefore negatively affecting the tax revenue128.

These penalties associated with both Tax Amnesties and VDPs may be monetary, criminal, or social stigma associated with being identified as a tax evader. The forgiveness of penalties is intended to motivate participation. Forgiveness of penalties may, however, be an important consideration for a person who believes that the costs of evasion have increased. The individual may now wish to have been more compliant in the past and disclosure programmes provide an opportunity to do so without penalty. For those who also intend to reduce or discontinue evasion in the future and expect that doing so will increase the likelihood that past evasion will be detected (for example, non-filers who choose to begin filing), the opportunity to avoid penalty may be particularly be important129.

In addition, tax amnesties reduce administrative costs. They provide states and localities much-needed revenue without the costs associated with audit and enforcement. In this way the government does not have to spend more money on conducting audits to identify tax evaders, since tax amnesty programmes encourage

taxpayers to come forward voluntarily to pay their tax defaults. As a result tax amnesty programmes are associated with low administrative costs as compared to the ordinary process\textsuperscript{130}.

Tax amnesties also remove taxpayers’ personal guilt. In this case the taxpayers are relieved of feeling guilty that they have broken the law and as a result this will lead them to come forward and confess. The removal of guilt is therefore only an inducement to participation for those who feel more guilt than they anticipated.

On the other hand, the potential costs of tax evasion are the penalties (monetary or criminal) that the taxpayer would suffer if the evasion is detected and successfully prosecuted, that are now forgone. Efforts surrounding disclosure programmes usually aim to convince tax evaders that the probability of detection has increased, that future penalties will be more stringent, and that tax evasion is normally wrong\textsuperscript{131}. Such efforts reduce future evasion and therefore increase the amount of tax collected.

Other benefits of a tax amnesty and VDP include improving post-amnesty voluntary compliance through better record-keeping and monitoring of individuals who were previously non-filers or did not declare all of their income and improving post-amnesty voluntary compliance if the amnesty is part of a larger effort directed at reforming the tax system, such as through improved enforcement efforts, reasonable and equitable civil and criminal penalties, and more extensive and improved taxpayer services and education\textsuperscript{132}.

### 5.3.2 Disadvantages of Tax Amnesties and Voluntary Disclosure Programmes

There are also some serious potential disadvantages of tax amnesties and VDPs. Critics argue that the long run revenue impact of disclosure programmes is likely to be negative. This negative impact may occur for several reasons. The following are


the five main reasons which are likely to negatively affect the long run revenue from disclosure programmes\textsuperscript{133}:

- First, honest taxpayers may view the amnesty as an unfair tax break for tax cheats, and will reduce their voluntary compliance in response.
- Second, and related, some individuals may pay taxes largely out of a feeling of guilt. If these programmes lessen guilt as a motivating factor, post amnesty compliance will suffer.
- Third, the mere announcement of the amnesty and VDP may make taxpayers aware of the widespread presence of non-compliance, something that was previously unknown to them.
- Fourth, the announcement of the disclosure programmes may also make taxpayers aware of the ease of tax evasion; that is, taxpayers may have felt that tax evasion would be quickly detected and punished, but these programmes sends a signal that the tax authority is unable to enforce the tax laws.
- Fifth, individuals may expect another disclosure programme to be provided in the future and again will decide to pay less tax voluntarily in anticipation that this evasion will be forgiven at some point in the future. Expressions by the government that the amnesty will not be repeated may not be convincing if the government has little credibility.

The other disadvantage pertaining to tax amnesties and VDPs is that the probability that future or undisclosed past evasion will be detected is decreased. The individual may have evaded taxes not covered by the disclosure programme. These may be federal, local, or even other state taxes to which the amnesty does not apply. If the potential participant anticipates that information derived from amnesty will be shared with federal or local government, the expected increase in detection of these other types of evasion may override any perceived benefits from participation.

The very success of amnesties and VDPs in bringing forth large sums of new revenue may provide taxpayers with better information about the extent of

undetected tax evasion, inducing them to revise downwards their estimates of the probability of detection and become more likely to engage in evasion\textsuperscript{134}.

Another drawback is that since tax amnesties only run for a specified, limited time period (for example 3 months) taxpayers may find they don’t have sufficient time to fully evaluate the pros and cons of participation, or to generate the funds needed to fully cover the taxes due.

Tax amnesties and VDPs can also reduce compliance by taxpayers. If compliance is reduced then the amount of revenue collected through these programmes will also decrease. Disclosure programmes could also damage compliance through the following channels\textsuperscript{135}:

- higher future audits: rational citizens understand that participating in a disclosure programme reveals one as a tax evader, which could lead to frequent audits; because audits are costly to taxpayers (financially and psychologically), even if a citizen decides to comply with the law going forward, higher future audit probabilities reduce the incentive to participate;
- reduced future opportunity of tax evasion: because participation provides the tax authority with better information about one’s true income, an individual’s future tax evasion possibilities are reduced and as a result, some individuals (for example fearing an unstable tax policy regime) would still prefer not to participate in a disclosure programme, even if the choice is coupled with increased costs of tax evasion;
- loss of reputation: if a citizen’s tax evasion history becomes public, the ensuing loss of reputation could be very damaging;
- reduced overall compliance from currently tax abiding citizens who feel a disclosure programme is unfair to them\textsuperscript{136}, and
- individuals who anticipate that another amnesty may be given in the future.

The advantages and disadvantages of an offshore voluntary disclosure programme are discussed below.

5.4 BENEFITS AND COSTS OF OFFSHORE VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE PROGRAMME

An Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Programme is offered to those taxpayers with undisclosed offshore accounts or assets. The terms of the programmes usually involve a limited-time offer by the government to a specified group of taxpayers to settle undisclosed or unpaid tax liabilities for a previous period in return for defined concessions over civil or criminal penalties\(^\text{137}\). The following section will discuss the benefits of Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Programmes.

5.4.1 Benefits: Offshore voluntary disclosure programmes

Offshore voluntary disclosure programmes offer the opportunity to maximize the benefits of improvements in transparency and exchange of information for tax purposes, to increase short-term tax revenues and improve medium-term tax compliance. Offshore voluntary compliance programmes also aim to encourage repatriation of capital invested abroad.

Offshore voluntary compliance programmes improve levels of compliance among the population eligible for the programmes. A growing number of taxpayers who failed to report income and assets to their country of residence now recognize that the risk of detection has increased, which in turn is leading to a greater willingness to disclose and correct their situation so as to become fully compliant. These

programmes will encourage past tax evaders who wish to comply to come forward and participate in the programme\textsuperscript{138}.

Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Programmes avoid criminal penalties. Taxpayers with undisclosed foreign accounts or entities should make a voluntary disclosure because it enables them to become compliant, avoid substantial civil penalties and generally eliminate the risk of criminal prosecution. When a taxpayer truthfully, timely, and completely complies with all provisions of the voluntary disclosure practice, the Tax Authorities will not recommend criminal prosecution\textsuperscript{139}. Offshore voluntary compliance programmes also reduce civil penalties charged to taxpayers who evaded tax in the past.

5.4.2 Disadvantages: Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Programmes

Offshore voluntary compliance programmes also have numerous disadvantages. First, this is a very rigid programme with numerous requirements. The side-effect is that the offshore voluntary compliance programme process can be an expensive one for the taxpayers when it comes to legal and accounting fees\textsuperscript{140}.

The other disadvantage is that increased repetition of the programmes will decrease tax revenue collected by the government in the long run. In this case, when taxpayers anticipate another offshore voluntary compliance programme they will be


reluctant to come forward to disclose their taxes hoping to be granted another chance to do so.

Considering the programme introduced by the Internal Revenue Service in the United States of America, its offshore voluntary compliance programme has no real appeal structure in place – in most cases, the IRS agent’s decision is final. If the taxpayer does not like it, the only real recourse is to opt-out with its murky consequences. The only exception is having a full examination of the tax return and possibly an appeal filed with respect to any tax and penalties imposed by the IRS on examination, but the IRS decisions on the terms of the offshore voluntary compliance programme closing agreement is almost never subject to an appeal. Such dependence on the goodwill of an IRS agent in charge of the case naturally produces certain anxiety among the offshore voluntary compliance programme applicants and constitutes a major drawback of entering into the programmes\textsuperscript{141}.

Finally, an offshore voluntary compliance programme may take a fairly long time to complete. The IRS in the United States of America does try to process the cases as soon as possible, but it has few resources and its agents are overwhelmed with the number of cases pending on their desks. On the average, in the USA, a taxpayer should expect about a fifteen to eighteen-month process between the acceptance into the offshore voluntary compliance programme and the final resolution of the case.

5.5 CONCLUSION

In general, amnesties and VDPs are intended to improve revenue collected and overall compliance with tax laws by eliminating underreporting errors and adding non-filers to the tax rolls\textsuperscript{142}. The discussion above shows that the disclosure programmes have their advantages and disadvantages. These advantages include

reduced interest and penalties, reduction in administrative costs, and improving post-amnesty voluntary compliance through better record-keeping and monitoring of individuals who were previously non-filers or who did not declare all of their income.

In summary, the costs associated with amnesties and VDPs include a negative long run revenue impact due to a variety of reasons and also disclosure programmes reduce compliance by taxpayers for various reasons. Disclosure programmes are said to be successful in situations where the benefits to the taxpayers concerned derived from the programme outweigh the costs.

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 CONTEXT

Tax amnesties and VDPs are designed to help state governments by allowing delinquent taxpayers to come forward and pay their taxes with reduced penalties. Amnesties and VDPs both encourage people to file and to pay their back taxes. In return, the state tax agency may reduce penalties, or even waive the penalties entirely. The main difference between the tax Amnesties and VDPs is that a tax amnesty has a very short window of opportunity (usually two or three months), while the VDP tends to be more open ended. Many states have recently turned to offering tax amnesties and VDPs as a way to generate additional tax revenue. It has been observed that Government raises more tax revenue not only in the short run from collecting overdue taxes but also by bringing former non-filers back into the tax system for the long run.

For Government to raise more taxes the individuals or taxpayers have to choose to comply with the disclosure programmes. The taxpayer’s choice will depend on the various factors that affect the benefits and costs of tax evasion relative to complying with the tax laws.
Among the factors that will influence the taxpayers’ decision between compliance to the disclosure programmes and evasion are the probability of the evasion being detected through an audit, the back taxes and civil and criminal penalties that will be imposed if evasion is detected, the taxpayer’s ethics or degree of honesty, damage to the reputation of the taxpayer if the evasion is detected, the taxpayer’s level of risk aversion, and the perceived benefits derived from a successful evasion of taxes\textsuperscript{143}.

Comparing the disclosure programmes introduced in South Africa with those introduced in the three countries discussed above, it is observed that the main aim is to boost the short run revenue and increase compliance by taxpayers. The main difference is the requirements and the implementation of the programme in different countries. Based on the information gathered, both the tax amnesty and VDPs have their advantages and disadvantages in each country depending on how the programmes were implemented and monitored. Overall, it can be concluded that despite the differences in implementation and monitoring the main objective of these amnesties is to raise revenue.

6.2 GOALS OF THE RESEARCH

As stated earlier in this thesis, the goals of this research include;

- to describe the two programmes (a VDP and tax amnesty) as introduced in South Africa;
- to compare the two programmes in South Africa with those introduced in Canada, Australia and United States of America and to discuss the successes and problems experienced in those countries;
- to compare the advantages and disadvantages of the VDP and a tax amnesty.

The following subsections will summarise each chapter, indicating how each chapter has addressed the goals listed above.

6.3 SUMMARY

\textsuperscript{143} United States Congress, Joint Committee on Taxation, 1998. Tax Amnesty (JCT-2-98). Washington, D.C
Various papers have discussed different aspects pertaining to tax amnesties and VDPs (for example, some papers looked at the long run effects of tax amnesties on the tax revenue collected by the government and others have discussed the long run effects of tax amnesties and VDPs on compliance). Chapter two of this paper reviewed the literature pertaining tax amnesties and VDPs and it concluded that these programmes are very significant as they increase tax collections by the government. The extent of significance differs from country to country and also depending on the number of times these programmes are repeated.

The following chapter (chapter 3) discussed both tax amnesties and VDPs in detail. This chapter addressed the first goal of the thesis, which is to describe the two programmes (a VDP and tax amnesty) as introduced in South Africa. The chapter discussed the purpose of tax amnesties and VDPs and how they operate. A brief history of the tax amnesties and VDPs was presented, focussing on how the programmes were implemented in South Africa and the chapter then compared a tax amnesty with a VDP. Like tax amnesties, VDPs give taxpayers an opportunity to come forward voluntarily and satisfy their delinquent tax obligations in exchange for certain benefits, such as an abatement of penalties and some or all of the interest owed. The main differences between a tax amnesty and a VDP are that the VDP is an ongoing programme as compared to the tax amnesty which is a limited time programme.

Chapter four discussed how the two programmes (a tax amnesty and a VDP), operate in different countries, specifically in Canada, Australia and United States of America (USA). This chapter fulfils one of the goals of the research by comparing the two types of programmes introduced in South Africa with those introduced in Canada, Australia and United States of America. Comparing the tax amnesties and the VDPs in the four countries discussed, it was observed that the requirements, the relief structure and the application process differ for each country. The table 4 in chapter 4 provides the comparisons of VDPs in the given countries.

Chapter five addressed the goal of discussing the advantages and disadvantages of both the tax amnesty programmes and the VDPs. It was concluded that these programmes have numerous advantages which include: reduced interest and penalties, reduction in administrative costs, and improving post-amnesty voluntary
compliance through better record-keeping and monitoring of individuals who were previously non-filers or who did not declare all of their income. The disadvantages associated with amnesties and VDPs include a negative long run revenue impact and also disclosure programmes reduce compliance by taxpayers for various reasons.

In determining whether the VDP is achieving its aims in South Africa, it can be anticipated that the VDP will be successful in South Africa in short run since it will increase the revenue collected by the South African Revenue Services since the introduction in 2011, and it will increase the compliance of taxpayers in South Africa and add new taxpayers to the tax base.

6.4 Success of amnesties and Voluntary Disclosure Programmes

The success of an amnesty and a VDP is measured in terms of revenue yield and attracting participants and retaining them in the tax system in subsequent years. In Canada, the associated federal income tax and goods and service tax assessments increased from about $140 million to an estimated $459 million in 2003 due to tax amnesties and VDPs. These programmes increased the revenue collected by the Internal Revenue Services in different states in America (for example $32 million was collected in Arizona in 2009, $303.7 million was collected in Louisiana in 2009, and $32.6 million was collected through these programmes in Massachusetts)\(^\text{144}\). In Australia, voluntary disclosure by individuals had generated an additional AUS$301.7 million in revenues by June 2010. All these increments in revenue as shown above indicate that amnesty programmes in these countries where successful since they managed to fulfil the main objective of increasing revenue through increased compliance by taxpayers.

In some countries like the USA and Canada long run revenue from disclosure programmes decreased to the point that there was no revenue gain at all as a result of repeated amnesties. It should also be noted that, initial (short-run) revenue brought in from overdue taxes will be positive for the first amnesty, and then decline

each time the amnesty is offered repeatedly\textsuperscript{145}. The main reason for the decline in revenue might be that tax amnesties provide incentives for otherwise honest taxpayers to start evading taxes because they will anticipate the offering of future amnesties, thereby weakening tax compliance and fostering a perception of inefficiency in the tax system and lowering revenue in the long run.

In order to examine the long-run effects of a tax amnesty, Alm, McKee, and Beck use Australian Tax Office experimental methods and find that compliance falls after an amnesty; however, they also find compliance to rise if post-amnesty enforcement efforts are increased\textsuperscript{146}. As a result of this experiment, it can also be concluded that it is possible for revenue to keep increasing in the long-run through a tax amnesty if post-amnesty enforcement efforts are increased.

In deciding which programme is best, comparing tax amnesties and VDPs, this research concluded that it is rather difficult to say, but when using a taxpayer representative it might be beneficial to use the VDPs since they can negotiate to reach favourable terms for the taxpayer, unlike the tax amnesty which is non-negotiable.

\textbf{6.5 RECOMMENDATIONS}

Tax amnesties and VDPs are effective mostly in countries with strong institutions. For effective tax amnesties and VDPs, this paper would advise that, disclosure programmes should be once-off or infrequent introductions into the tax legislation. They should not be part of the daily routine or cyclical programmes of the administration. In other words disclosure programmes should not be repeated because it will encourage some taxpayers to evade paying taxes anticipating a future tax amnesty or VDP.


It is also necessary to address the negative incentives that these programmes generate. For example, penalties for those who do not use this opportunity should be very severe, in order to stimulate more regularization. Those who are in judicial process or under audit should not have the option to benefit from these programmes, to avoid the temptation to evade tax in the future. The penalties for those who evade should be higher to the point that the marginal benefit of evading taxes will always be lower than the marginal benefit gained from paying taxes.

Furthermore, the amnesty and VDPs should be part of a collection campaign and reorganization of the tax system, not a desperate attempt to increase short-term revenue. Taxpayers who regularly comply with their obligations must be aware that a disclosure programme is part of a process that will better distribute the tax burden, which will also favour them in the future.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>SOUTH AFRICA</th>
<th>AUSTRALIA</th>
<th>CANADA</th>
<th>UNITED STATES OF AMERICA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ITEM</td>
<td>VDP in 2011 in terms of the Tax Administration Act 28 of 2011</td>
<td>Inland Revenue Australia introduced a VDP in 2009 to encourage taxpayers to disclose past errors made in tax declarations.</td>
<td>In Canada a VDP was in practice as early as the 90s administered by the Investigations Division of the Agency.</td>
<td>In 1919, the IRS had a policy not to criminally prosecute taxpayers making a voluntary disclosure. The IRS has a long history of encouraging voluntary disclosures of tax evasion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>-Voluntary disclosure. -The disclosure is full and complete in all material aspects -A penalty or additional tax would under other circumstances be applicable in respect of the default; -The disclosure will not result in a refund being due by the Commissioner; -It is made in the prescribed form and manner; -It is made within the prescribed period; and -It is made in respect of a default which occurred prior to 17 February 2010.</td>
<td>The requirements for a valid disclosure: -The disclosure is being made voluntarily; -The disclosure is full and complete in all material aspects; -It involves a default; -A penalty or additional tax would under other circumstances be applicable in respect of the default; -It is made within the prescribed period; and -It is made in the prescribed form and manner.</td>
<td>The requirements for a valid disclosure: -The disclosure must be voluntary; -The disclosure must be complete; -The disclosure must involve a penalty; -The disclosure must include information that is: (a) at least one year past due or, (b) if less than one year past due, is not being disclosed solely to avoid the late filing or instalment penalties.</td>
<td>The requirements for a valid disclosure: -The disclosure is being made voluntarily; -The disclosure is full and complete in all material aspects; -It involves a default; -A penalty or additional tax would under other circumstances be applicable in respect of the default; -It is made within the prescribed period; and -It is made in the prescribed form and manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility</td>
<td>Any taxpayer (individuals, partnerships, trusts or companies) with previously unpaid taxes can participate, as long as the taxpayer's unpaid tax liabilities are not known to the tax administration.</td>
<td>Any taxpayer with previously unpaid taxes can participate, as long as the taxpayer's unpaid tax liabilities are not known to the tax administration.</td>
<td>Any taxpayer with previously unpaid taxes can participate, as long as the taxpayer's unpaid tax liabilities are not known to the tax administration.</td>
<td>Any taxpayer with previously unpaid taxes can participate, as long as the taxpayer's unpaid tax liabilities are not known to the tax administration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief</td>
<td>-Avoid criminal prosecution -100 per cent relief in respect of additional taxes and penalties and obtain relief (100 per cent or 50 per cent depending on circumstances) from the interest that would have been payable to SARS.</td>
<td>In Australia the base penalty amount varies between 25 percent and 75 percent of the shortfall amount, depending on the conduct of the taxpayer. The base penalty amount can be further increased or reduced, depending on the taxpayer's conduct.</td>
<td>-Canada Revenue Agency has the discretion to waive or cancel all or any portion of any penalty or interest otherwise payable under the Tax Act. -No criminal prosecution -Partial relief in respect of additional taxes and penalties.</td>
<td>-Protection from criminal prosecution -Relief is granted on interest that would otherwise have been payable on the late payment of the tax concerned -Relief on penalties that could have paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Any person may apply, whether in a personal, representative, withholding or other capacity, for voluntary disclosure relief unless that person is aware of— (a) a pending audit or investigation into the person's affairs; or (b) an audit or investigation that has commenced, but has not yet been concluded.</td>
<td>Any person may apply, whether in a personal, representative, withholding or other capacity, for voluntary disclosure relief. A taxpayer can apply for the VDP before or during and audit, but the relief is greater when the tax affairs are disclosed before the audit.</td>
<td>The taxpayer may apply for VDP by submitting a written, executed application to the assistant director, Enforcement division of the CRA Tax Services Office that serves the taxpayer. On application the taxpayer has a choice to make a named disclosure or a no name disclosure. Any taxpayer may apply as long as they are not notified of an audit.</td>
<td>All taxpayers can apply by filing in the required forms, unless that person is aware of— (a) a pending audit or investigation into the person's affairs; or (b) an audit or investigation that has commenced, but has not yet been concluded.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author